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VVolume CXIV, Issue 22
Smoking policy discussed
v if V
Students smoking where their ILA.S have
Sarah Fenske
Campus Council sponsored an all-cam- pus
discussion in the Piton Mon-
day night to discuss new options for
enforcement of the smoking policy.
The audience, with nearly 95 percent
resident assistant composition, dis-
cussed everything from the impact of
second-han- d smoke to alleged R-- A..
abuse of power. It was, as Council
members later reported, a rather in-
conclusive meeting.
Assistant Dean of Students Carolyn
Buxton began the discussion with a
welcome to sneak and an invitation
to use the microphone. "Several
weeks ago, Ben Harpster '98
brought Council a request that we look
at the College's smoking policy with
the notion of requesting some revi-
sions, especially with revisions in the
means ofenforcing no smoking in the
residence halls," Buxton said. "What
if Campus Council makes a recom-
mendation to President Hales that
adds to the policy an enforcement
clause?" The students eschewed the
inicrophone but took up the invitation
as a heated discussion began, lasting
a full hour.
Jeremy Dadzie '98 brought up
V DayhghtSavmgsTunebe-gin- s
Saturday. Remember to
set your clock forward an hour.
"V Xi Chi Psi and the Ameri-
can Red Cross are holding a
blood drive today in Lowry.
o
America's
Photo by David Hhsserek
nojurisdiction.
smoke seeping through the cracks of
Holden: "If the building is a non-
smoking building, die rooms should
be as well."
.
.
Brenda Bakwesegha 98 retorted.
I was under the impression that what
goes on in your room is private; the
only option that makes sense is non-
smoking wings in the hall.'
Added Carson Miller '98, "It's not
fair to keep smokers from smoking,
but it's not fair to have moral suasion
as the only option for enforcement"
The debate became heated at points.
The idea of "smoking tickets" was
raised, theoretically similar to alcohol
tickets. Some R-A- -s were enthused,
whereas others were flatly opposed.
Vikram Seshadri '98 asked, "Where
do we draw the line as to when we
can give the smoking tickets? lean
see R-A-
-s taking matters into their own
hands and busting people smoking in
their rooms."
"It's the same as the noise policy,"
Harpster said. "It's not that we go
around policing. It's when it infringes
on someone else that you do some-
thing about it"
Seshadri responded, "We have
enough RA.s already behaving like
tyrants. More tickets will just add."
V Judge Samuel H. BelF
will give a lecture tonight
on "The Path to Law" at
7:30 p.m. in Scovel 105.
V Registration has been moved
toApril 1 8 in Kittredge. See page
3 for the official statement
i ceOldest Weekly College Newspaper
Women's
Taking back the night isjust the beginning ofWRC splans
Sandra Kozera
A small group met last night in
the Women's Resource Center to fi- -'
nalize plans for Women's Week and
to make definite decisions for the
Take Back the Night March. Events
for Women's Week will take place
April 5-1-2; the march, which is a
cornerstone event of the week, will
occur on Thursday, April 9.
After much discussion, members
ofmeWRC decided that two marches
win occur this year a women's march
and a men's march. Both inarches
will follow the same route, the women
marching first and the men follow-
ing after a gap of about five to ten
minutes. The marches will both
support the idea of taking back the
night from fear of attack and form-
ing a solidarity, mostly in response to
violence against women, but also to
all forms of violence. Rebecca
Gardner '00 thought that the march
should promote "unity within women
and among women." MarkMatienzo
'01, the only male present at the
meeting, supported an integrated
Registrar faces even more problems
Registration forfall semester has been moved to April 18
David Lohr
Course registration has been
pushed back from this Saturday to
April 18. Because registration pack-
ets and course catalogs were distrib-
uted late, many students have not
had a chance to meet with their ad-
visors about next semester's classes.
"I still haven't gotten my course
catalog in the mail," said Christian
Hunter '01. "And with my hectic
schedule, I'm going to have trouble
finding time to select my classes for
next year and meet with my advi-
sor."
The location of next year's regis-
tration has also been changed, from
V Women's Week will occur
April 5-1- 2. Events will include
a Take Back the Night March
next Thursday, and the Battle of
the Bands .Saturday night will
benefit Every Woman's House.
,
- News: SGACampus
" Viewpoints: Reactions to Camille Paglia. J
Campus Issues: .' Is the grass greener on other sports fields?
4 Features: ' The
real-lif- e adventures of SOC
.. V
, A&Ei : Matt; Sparks emotion with his exhibit
r V ' Sports: . Scot baseball still ranks 1! .
week plans finalized
march, but be "can respect the fact
that there may be want of a separate
march." The group recognized that
the march "represents different
things to different people," accord-
ing to Carmen Hotvedt '00, and they
tried to accommodate the various
campus opinions regarding the
march. The decision to have two
marches, supporting the same pur-
pose buf not acting as parallel
events, met with general approval
from the group. Matienzo volun-
teered to organize the men's march,
noting that "as long as men are par-
ticipating, even if it's a separate
march, at least we are supporting
in some way."
Anyone is-- welcome to take part
in the marches, which will meet in .
the WRC, located in Lowry base-
ment, at 8 p.m. The march will be
followed by an open mic session in
Lowry pit, which is also open to any
interested1 people.
The WRC has planned numerous
events for Women's Week. On
Monday at 7 p.m. in Lowry pit, the
WRC and Students for a Free Tibet
Mackey Hall in the Westminster
Church House to Kittredge Dining
Hall. Mackey Hall was the fourth
choice for the April 4 registration
date, after the PEC, Kittredge Din-
ing Hall and Scheide Music Center.
However, these three buildings were
all booked. Times for registration re-
main the same.
According to Registrar Glenn
Davis, the Office of the Registrar
has just been converted to a new
software system, which is part of a
school-wid- e computer upgrade.
Now all major offices, including the
Offices of Administration, Alumni
Relations, the Registrar, Student
Affairs and Financial Aid, are run
V The Spring Dance
Concert runs this Friday
throueh Sundav. Tickets
are requiredand can be reserved
at the Freedlander box office.
4 Brian Cutler will be at the
Philosophy Roundtable next
Thursday at 11 ajn. in Scovel
100.
council election preview "
Thursday, April 2. 1998
will hold a poetry reading about
human rights abuses suffered by
women. There will be fun time in
Luce multipurpose room on Tues-
day from 8-- 10 p.m. Wednesday's
events include a speaker from Ev-
ery Woman's House at 7 p.m., also
in Lowry Pit On Saturday in the
Underground from 3 P-m- .. seven
bands will hold a benefit concert for
Every Women's House; the cost is
$3. Students are also encouraged
to attend any -- Women's Studies
classes this week, and signs will be
posted indicating the time and room
of these classes.
During this week, the WRC also
chose to adopt a white ribbon cam-
paign to fight violence against
women. White ribbons will be avail-
able throughout Women's Week in
Lowry Center and all around cam-
pus. Although anyone can wear the
ribbons, men are especially encour-
aged to do so.
Any questions about Women's
Week can be directed to the WRC
at x2772, Hotvedt at x3525, and
Matienzo at x3503.
ning on the same software.
"We are trying to write the code
necessary to evaluate students' aca-
demic records in respect to the de-
gree requirements, in the course
catalog," said Davis. According to
Davis, it is difficult to write the
code, especially for interdiscipli-
nary courses, which may fill re-
quirements for some majors, but
not others. While this may lead to
some confusion now, in the long
run the switch will make it easier
for students to see what they have
left to fill of the distribution re-
quirements.
Students with questions can call
the Registrar's Office at ext. 2366.
V Juggler Michael Rosman
will perform in Scheide on Sat-
urday at 7 p.m.
V Ujamaa will be showing
"Ipi Pombi" in the Luce
Mutlipurpose room at 8 p.m.
tonight as part ofAfrica Week.
T s 'V10 I
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SGA Cabinet and Campus Council Elections
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There are many things I would like
to see changed within the Student
Government Association. I think that
there needs to be greater awareness
on the campus as to what SGA does.
To do this I think there needs to be
greater publicity on the part of SGA:
printing the minutes of our meetings
and posting them in the dorms, post-
ing information about security reports,
and not relying on the Voice as our
personal publicity center. I am also
interested in looking at the issues
which SGA involves itself with. I
think there are many issues which the
students should be involved with, but
aren't This year there were many
forums held on diversity issues, just
this week there was a forum on the
smoking policy on campus. These are
just two issues which SGA, as a rep-
resentative of the student body, should
be involved with
but isn't. Although
SGA has been do-
ing an excellent job
at getting things
done this year, I
think it has a lot
more potential.
Having been a Senator and a cabi-
net member of the Student Govern-
ment Association, I encountered
experiences that will be valuable
assets if elected president. I have '
familiarized myself with govern-
ment procedures, obtained a rela-
tionship with the administration,
and have acquired knowledge
about what the limitations of the
SGA can be.
I believe the key to having an ef-
fective student government is to in-
crease its relations with the admin-
istration. I have found that the ad-
ministration addresses student needs
if they are confronted in an orga-
nized and persistent manner.
We also need more student repre-
sentation on faculty committees. As
a current cabinet member, I pro-
posed to have a student representa-
tive appointed to the
Administration's Financial Advi-
sory Committee. I would also like
to have one SGA member schedule
weekly dinerlunch meetings with
different members of the adminis-
tration, to inform them of our plans,
and use them as resources.
I believe that this method can be
extended to bring together the cam-
pus by having weekly dinner meet-
ings with different college
1 1 ii'7 'zz r i
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Jacque Gray '00
President
Exrerlence: . - ..
SGA senator for two years. Constitution star. d!.-- 3 com-
mittee two years. Educational Affairs standing commit-
tee one year. Funding Guidlines ad-ho- c committee,
weight-roo- m ad hoc committee, housing committee,
bookstore committee, and web page committee. Han
Cabinet and Campus Council elections last year. .
: '
.
' X Y
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Sarah Weimann '99
President
As a member of a Greek organi-
zation on campus, I am aware of
problems the Greek community
.
faces. Having lived in a small house
and Armington Hall, I know of the
lack of facilities and hope to im-
prove them.
I have a plethora of ideas and
would love to share them with you.
I urge anyone with questions to con-
tact me at ext. 4427.
7 - r If
In the three years that I have been
on SGA, I have seen it evolve from
a well-- meaning, nevertheless fairly
ineffective bickering session to a
pro- - active group that is capable of
listening and addressing student
concerns. This year we have ad-
dressed many student concerns,
such as weight room hours, tele
phone service, and
cable tv, and have seen
results. I was also
"it--
.
:
E: ;eriencc:
3 year rr.crr.
proud to be a member of this year's
Funding Allocation Committee, as
we made sure that no discrimination
occurred and that the funding pro-
cess went smoothly. As President,
I will assure that this new tradition
of SGA effectiveness is carried on.
- f
Jen Buckley '99
President
I hope to improve upon it, though,
by increasing the efficiency with
which SGA operates, and working
toward gaining more student input
into our activities.
As a two-ye- ar rep to CSO, I have
noticed a need for better Greek- - In-
dependent communication, so that
we can realize that we are more di
verse than those labels
imply. I also believe
that we must learn to
appreciate, advocate, and experi-
ence the diversity that we are
blessed with on this campus. I hope
to protect the interests of all groups
by making sure that discrimination
remains outside of all processes in-
cluding funding.
The SGA President must repre-
sent the needs and concerns of the
students, ensure students receive
positive educational opportunities,
and organize student services. My
experience has
prepared me to
lead SGA for-
ward to these
goals.Every
Wednesday night
Laura Markley '99.
President
Experience: 1S;S-1S3- 7 Scrhrncre
Senator Chair, Ecctstore Ad II jc
Committee. IS37-19;- 3 Vice Preii-- d
zv for Student Affairs SGA Repre-
sentative to Campus Council SGA
Representative to the Student Rela-
tions Trustee Committee ' '
at 7:00 p.m. there is a place students
can go to ask a question or to raise a
concern. We, the students, know
best what should be done to make
our experience better. I will present
students' ideas to the administration
in a professional and diplomatic
manner, but I will not back down. I
will work with the administration to
ensure students' experiences with
college processes are uncompli-
cated. SGA can save students both
time and frustration. Students can
always use a little extra time...sleep
is nice (at least every once and
awhile).
KEY ISSUES:
Karl Bekeny '99: President
I could list multiple reasons why
J I feel that I am qualified to be SGA
President, and I could also offer my
vision of where I would take SGA
if elected SGA President; however,
I have a different view of the role of
SGA.
First, let me assure the student
body that I am qualified to be SGA
President. I am presently in several
leadership positions on campus, but
more importantly I can guarantee to
each and every one of you that if I
am elected I will dedicate myself to
the position.
There are many who feel that
SGA should go to the people, but I
would argue that SGA should be
--SGA must
work with the
Registrar and
other administra-
tive offices to en-
sure student ser-
vices are provided
in a thorough and timely manner.
--Participation in the campus dia-
logue established for the revision of
the distribution requirements must
be encouraged.
--Students deserve representation
on the college's Funding Advisory
Committee.
--SGA must meet the needs of
campus organizations requesting
funding to provide opportunities to
students.
foremost an instrument that all stu-
dents can use when they need to
' voice their concerns. I will be par-
ticularly responsive to issues involv-
ing cable T. V., the weight room, and
dining services. However, it is in-- l
consequential what I feel personally
about issues among the students,
because if I am elected SGA Presi-
dent it would be my job to help fa-
cilitate SGA's role, act as the active
voice and representative of the stu-
dent body, and make sure no student
goes unheard.
, Therefore, I will finish by encour-
aging any student who has an issue
they want addressed to speak with me,
your concern will be my concern.
F? F
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James Roller '99
President
" As Vice President of Student Af-
fairs I would like to create a better
link between the student body and
the Student Government Associa-
tion (SGA). I will be the head of
the security committee and also hold
a seat on the SGA cabinet.
As the head of this committee. I will
be dealing with everything from ad-
equate lighting on campus to voicing
SGA? Laughing stock.
Why? Poor communication.
Bi-wee- kly newsletter? Ha-h- a.
SGA meetings? Where? Exactly.
Administrators? Never been to a
meeting.
SGA email account? Hasn't been
opened this year.
Web-site- ? 1996-9- 7 membership
. and Penrod still president.
Talk about out-of-tou- ch.
Communication? Not enough.
Forget to tell students? Serving
whom? Themselves.
No? Then tell us what you are doing.
We come to you? Students don't
represent SGA.
Why haven't they done anything?
Have they?
Why haven't they told us?
Communicate to SGA.
three year tenure on the Voice staff I
have encouraged dialogue and ad-
dressed campus issues. But edito-
rializing can only do so much.
Sooner or later it becomes necessary
to stop talking and start doing. That
is my primary goal if elected a mem-
ber of Campus Council. So many
of us have wonderful ideas on how
we can make the campus a better
place for everyone. It is my most
sincere goal to act as a liason be-
tween the students who are talking
and those with the capabilities of
actually doing.
Benjamin Klein '99
Campus Council At-Larg- e, Write-i-n
My name is Benjamin Klein and
I am announcing that I am running
as a write in candidate for the va-
cant Campus Council member at
large position. I assumed that
there would be people who would
run for all of the vacancies, I as-
sumed incorrectly. I assumed that
I could not run for this position
because it would require me to have
free evenings which I do not as a
theater major, again I assumed in-
correctly. It is time for the student
body to stop making assumptions
without having the facts. If elected
to this position I would do my best
to help eliminate the rumors on
campus about the way that the stu-
dents can participate. I want to
explore the ways to improve the
relationship between students and
the faculty and I feel that as a
member of campus council I could
best achieve this. Hillel Treasurer
1997-199- 8, SAB Films Committee
Chair 1998
v How? Vote James.
' Why? Sees problems, understands.
Has performed on regular basis,
not bi-annua- lly.
Or? Status quo.
Penrod president until son re-
places him.
My name is James Koller. I be-
lieve that I have the outside perspec-
tive to see the problems of the
instution along with the abilities,
experience and determination to rec-
reate student government. For three
years, I have seen the same prob-
lems in communication occur in
SGA. It's time we do something
about it and send them a message.
If you have any questions, e-m- ail
me it ko99jwl3acs.wooster.edu
or call at x3207.
I'm listening.
Experience: Co-Edit- or, The Wooster Voice, August 1997-prcse- nt '.v
.Editor, The Wooster Voice, Jaunuary 1997-Ma- y 1997 - r . ;
Parliamentarian (enforced Robert's Rules), Ridgeway High School, August
1994-Ma- y 1995
--'. A.... .
Ryan Dansak '00
Vice-Preside- nt of Student Affairs
the student body's opinions about
proper security. I win also serve as a
liaison between the Head of Security
and the students. I will be able to re-
lay all security related issues to SGA
in weekly reports given to the Senate.
In turn, they will relate all pertinent
information to the entire student body.
The Vice President of Student Af-
fairs also holds a seat on Campus
Colleen Dunn '99
Campus Council At-Lar- ge
For the past three years I have
begun to fall into what seems to
be a trend here at Wooster. I
watched student government from
the outside, even attended many
meetings as a member of the Voice
staff. I saw the way things
worked, and had ideas on ways
we could better student life. In-
stead of really doing anything
about it, I went back to my room
or to the Voice office and com-
plained. It was so easy, but it was
so unproductive.
I can only hope that during my
. Experience:
1 year as a senator of SGA
ICG rep, for 2. years , ,
Council. This is an extremely impor-
tant seat I will be able to directly voice
any student concerns directly to the
administration.
In closing, I would like to say that
this year in SGA has ran smoothly and
a lot of work was completed. I hope
to be a part of next year's cabinet and
get even more work done for the stu-
dent body.
'9 b running fcr
J, " frTW i Y- - oil
At-Lc- r2 and did
not provide a
K- - statement
In addition to his or her role as a
member of die SGA cabinet, the es-
sential function of the Vice President
for Academic Affairs is to serve along-
side faculty and administrators as the"
voice of the students on the Educa-
tional Policy Committee. EPC and
the College's academic program sit at
a critical juncture in which the aca-
demic policies of the past must be re-
examined to meet the educational
The position of SGA Secretary is
one that is of utmost importance and
should not be taken lightly. The
Secretary is responsible for noting
attendance, keeping minutes, and
recording important changes within
the Student Government Associa-
tion. Unfortunately, I have seen this
position fail to meet its goals in the
past year... and the result?
Miscommunication, lack of infor-
mation, inadequate records, and
confusion.These problems are sim-
ply not healthy for an organization
and can prove to be detrimental if
left unsolved.
For these reasons, I wish to serve
The Official Word on Registration
(and an apologetic one, at that)
Registration for fall semester has been
postponed until Saturday, April 18.
Programming our academic requirements in a
new computerized degree audit system has been
more complex than anyone had anticipated. We
believe that the postponement is essential for stu-
dents and advisers to plan next year's schedule.
We apologize for the inconvenience which, we
know, the postponement has caused students
faculty and staff.
Glenn Davis Susan Figge
Registrar, Dean of the Faculty
Barbara Hetrick
Vice President for Academic Affairs
News--
Page 3
Ben Mizer '99
Vice-Preside- nt of Academic Afiairs
C. ; C - :
z
.
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needs of the future. As a member of
the Academic Program Committee-th- e
strategic planning body which rec-
ommended many of the positive cur-ricul- ar
changes now being considered
by EPC-- I have gained extensive ex-
perience in working with faculty and
administrators on crucial academic
matters. Given my familiarity with
and commitment to academic poli-
cies, I am confident that, as VPAA, I
can effectively voice student concerns
to faculty,- - staff, and administrators on
the issues of greatest importance to
the student body.
Everett Peachey '01: Secretary
as SGA Secretary. I feel that the
Association can become much
stronger and more streamlined with
a good Secretary on the Cabinet.
Not only will a good Secretary
srengthen the Cabinet, but it will
allow SGA to become more efficient
and productive, improving the over-
all quality of the organization and
the college. I currently serve as a
Senator in SGA and I am the Re-
cording Secretary of Babcock Hail-bo- th
of which I take great pride in
doing. I hope that you, too, want
what's best for SGA and for
Wooster. If so. vote EVERETT
PEACHEY for SGA SECRETARY.
Sarah Bandomer '01: Director of Publicity
I want to run for director of pub-
licity because I think that SGA does
a lot of things On this campus that
go unrecognized. The student body
needs to be more aware of how their
student government is working for
them, and how they can make it
work for them. I think that there is
more that can be done next year to
let people know what's going on. I
have had a lot of experience deal-
ing with publicity issues because I
was Social Chair of Student Coun-
cil in high school, as well as head
of Prom Committee, so I think I am
well equipped for the job.
Classifieds
$780-- 1 1800WXXX
Raise aD the money your studenc
group needs by sponsoring a
VISA Ftadnfaer on your campus.
No investment & very tide tune
needed There's no obiigaoon, so
why not call for information loaay.-Ca- D
1-800-3-
23-8454 x 95.
Help Wanted: Men
Women earn $375 weekly
processing assembling
Medical I.D. Cards at
home. Immediate open-
ings, your local area.
Experience unnecessary,
will train. Call Medicard
1-541-3-
86-5290 Ext.
118M
Viewpoints
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n
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Hideyour been dummies
You're all smart people, or at least you should be. Some-
times though, after a long week ofclasses you forget some
of the simple rules learned during the first semester of first
year. This weekend, one of the cardinal rules of drinking
was broken by so many people we're surprised the whole
campus isn't in the Wooster jail. Come on, you know you
can't have open containers on public property, espcially
not if you're under 21.
We understand the temptation to drink a beer outside on
the porch, especially when the weather is so gorgeous and
security seems so lax about things. Just don't be stupid about
it put it in a cup and don't flaunt it
Tennis, anyone?
So finally, spring is here and the entire population of.
Wooster seems to be delighting in some sport or the other.
Considering that the last class each day ends at about 4
p.m., a majority of students get a chance to finally engage
in the sport of their choice during varsity sports time. For
example, let's take tennis. Wooster does hot have indoor
tennis courts. So for those who want to play tennis and
can't affort to go elsewhere in search of indoor courts in
winter, spring is the time of the year. But then, the courts
outside Babcock are taken up by our varsity players. Where
then can the average tennis fan go?
There are four courts on Wayne, across the east side of
Bissman. On a nice spring day (as has been the case every-- .
day of the past week) all these courts are occupied, so there
have been cases when several students have had to wait for
their chance to show off that boom serve. But that fact can
be ignored for the time being. The appalling thing about
these courts is that they are
.
in pathetic shape. In true
McGaw architecture fashion Wooster has built these courts
on a slope. This fact can be ignored too. There are glaring
cracks and patches of grass that grow right in the middle
of some of these courts. So if you are serving and the ball
skids off the other side ... its not your fault! You only man-
aged to hit one of the several patches of grass that add a
Wimbledon touch to our hard courts. ;: :
All these orphaned courts need is a little repair and they
will be in proper condition. And of course, not to forget
that lonesome court that lies hidden behind Kenarden and
Andrews which looks like it served as a WW II helipad
and has been untouched since...
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Animal abuse, efforts of the '90s
This letter is aimed at the boys
who were headed into the P.E.C.
(presumably to work out because
they were all fairly well built) on
Monday. March 30. What's your
problem? For those of you who did
not see what occurred I shall elabo-
rate. Around 5:00 p.m. I was sit-
ting in Lowry enjoying a conversa-
tion with a friend when I saw the
boys throwing things, such as sticks
and a book bag, at a squirrel in a
tree. One of these boys attempted
to climb the tree to get to the squir-
rel. Naturally, Iran out there to stop
what was going on. At the moment
I arrived, I was glad to see a friend
who had also seen what had hap-
pened. When I got there the boys
had stopped and were just about in
If you are paying 24
plus to go here to chase
squirrels, you really are
dumb as a rock. This
is a liberal arts institu-
tion where students
learn many different
views and opens their
minds. '
the PEC when one of them looked
my way. So I shouted at them,
"What are you doing?!" The re-
sponse I received was, "What? It's
only a squirrel." I continued to tell
them a squirrel is another animal
and should not be hurt. They intel-
ligently responded, "Get a hair cut."
This brings me to the question:
"Have their muscles cut off the oxy-
gen to their brain?" This type of
behavior only reinforces stereotypes
about athletes. The stereotype goes
something like this: jocks are ex-
tremely stupid, ugly, and beat up
everything they don't understand.
Now, I know all athletes are not like
this and most are responsible, but for
those who aren't, why don't you get
an education? That's why you're
attending Wooster, I assume. If you
are paying 24 plus to go here to
chase squirrels, you really are as
dumb as a rock. This is a liberal
arts institution where students learn
many different views and opens
their minds.
So, for the little children who
chase squirrels, grow up, get past
your own macho insecurity. Would
you chase a grizzly bear? I doubt it
because it would crush your sorry
ass.' Perhaps chasing something that
is 30 times smaller makes you feel
like a man. As for your comment to
me to "get a haircut," come up with
something original. I'm just glad
I'm not like you, who are the estab-
lishment tool without a brain. I'm
just glad that I have the courage to
be my own person who doesn't have
to hide behind a muscle mask to pro-
tect the scared little boy inside.
David Celebrezze '00
To the Editor:
Life in the 1990s could be con-
sidered, as Sarah Fenske described
in her article, "pretty smooth."
However, I would hesitate to call
this a "smooth-livin- g, easy-goin- g"
era.. Although our lives may appear
carefree on the surface, with in-
creased freedom, a wider variety of
issues that affect human existence
in greater ways affect every day life.
There are greater pressures that cre-
ate more opportunities to make
cisions that will affect oneself and
the world in drastic ways.
Life in the 1990s is far from vir-
tually void of "protest," nor do "we
cease to care." We do not have such
uniting issues to deal with as the
Vietnam War in the 1960s. This
event brought protest forces together
to create a visible image of an "era
of protest," an image that would
define the 1960s eternally. Instead,
the 1990s is a decade of dispersion.
People have not stopped caring by
any means.' Rather, they work in
smaller groups and organizations to
fight for causes that are not the same
but still do good. On Wooster's
campus alone there are numerous
organizations that deal with peace-
making and human rights efforts,
including Peace by Peace, Pueblo de
Esperanza, Free Tibet and Amnesty
International. Although these orga-
nizations are by no means the same,
their members are working toward
a common goal: better conditions
for people in the world. Because the
groups go by different names, they
create a smaller public impression.
However, they are still protesting
against similar issues that involve
current situations in an attempt to
make conditions better. Peacemak-
ing and human rights issues are just
two of thousands of issues that ap-
pear as a part of "protest organiza-
tions." This decade cannot simply
be defined into one great movement,
rather its energies lie within a scat-
tered assortment of movements for
issues, including but not limited to
AIDS, race and gender equality, and
foreign policy, thus creating the fa-
cade of a dying age of people who
care.
I cannot speak for the entire cam-
pus, nor can I begin to discuss pro-
test efforts that exist in the rest of
the world, but I do believe that the
1990s is not a "protest-fre- e, smooth-living- "
era. I think it is quite possible
that there are more individuals in-
volved in "protest organizations" than
ever before. And although complaints
on this College's campus about Lowry
food, or a lack of cable TV in dorms
are prevalent, there are also groups of
individuals who discuss on a regular
basis eating conditions for others in
the world, or a lack of available mate-
rials simply to provide a book for a
child's education. The 1990s is not a
time for "lack of protest," rather the
issues which drive these protests are
more widespread. The energy is still
there.
Kathryn Quimby '00
Congratulations, crazy Seniors!
I just wanted to say how im-
pressed I was with the senior class
of 1998 at the I.S. Celebration in the
Underground. I had prepared for the
worst. I had been told every horror
story about how the seniors would
come to the Underground and de- -
molish the joint. I envisioned giant
ax-wield- ing Vikings kicking down
the door and screaming "Your beer
or ...ah? ... your beer!" But none of
this happened, no Amazon women, no
barbaric men. no axes, no bullets,
nuthin". The seniors came, they
drank, they danced, they had a good
time. But the seniors had a good time
at the I.S. Celebration and they did it
in style not bad dancers cither
your future employers will he im-
pressed!
In the past, other classes have
done some damage and acted in a
less than mature manner. Thus the
location for the I.S. meal has been
shifted several times. My class had
our I.S. meal in the lovely "La
Kitterage en da Mar!" But the class
before mine had their meal in the
infamous "Shea Lowry Centre!"
They had a food fight, so my class was
moved to "La Kitterage . . . !" We, sub-
sequently, thought that the shift in
venue was an invitation to act like idi-
ots (and we did with hardly any coach-
ing!). So the preceding class was
moved to the eloquent Multi-purpo- se
Gym. The class behind mine did have
an excuse for acting irresponsible
the Multi-purpo- se Gym was coated in
plastic. If a plastic-coate- d Multi-purpo- se
Gym doesn't say "Throw food
on ME!", I don't know what does?
Thus our current pizza party in the
Compton parking lot.
However, this senior class acted
appropriately and had a good time.
We had no instances of poor behav-
ior. On behalf of the Underground
staff, we'd like to thank the senior
class. On my behalf, I would like
to thank my staff that worked that
night, along with my two managers,
Rick Stanley and Dave Navratil, for
doing a great job. I'd thank my other
manager Ryan Niemeyer, but he was
off "Gett'i? jiggy wit it!" as he is a
senior and was part of the celebra-
tion. I'd also like to thank Ryan
Allen and Jason Nappier who were
out DJs and did a really good job of
keeping things going! Again, thanks
to the senior class!
Ron Hustwit, Jr.
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This weeks debate: Reactions to
strong women. Posting lists of
men in the toilet is cowardly, vulgar stuff"
Camille gaglia, 1992
I agree with
"ToCamille Paglia that it
neveris important to study
the past in order to must
understand rape. Un-
til
is nature
recently, it was le-
gal
about
in several states mistake,
for a husband to rape
his wife. The women Running
who have accused committee
men of rape have of-
ten
guilty
had their personal
lives dissected, and
their pain ignored.
The history of rape is about the si-
lencing of victims, and women do
fear persecution in this culture that
often blames rape victims. Those
accused of rape enjoy the legal pro-
vision of "innocent until proven
guilty," but many victims have found
that they are condemned for mak-
ing accusations. Consequently,
more than 75 percent of rapes are
unreported.
Rape is not about sexuality; it is
an act of violence. The fear of rape
can be paralyzing, and it can restrict
women's freedom. Those who ac-
cuse have often been blamed for in-
citing the attack. The others live in
silent agony. This is not a pleasant
past, but this pattern does not have
to continue.
Rape victims need more options
than either "running to Mommy and
Daddy on the campus grievance
committee" or "posting lists of
guilty men in the toilet." 'Victims
ought to feel that they can talk about
what happened to them, and they
ought to know that there are people
who will not judge or blame. They
ought to know that they are not at
fault but victims of a heinous crime.
Victims ought to be able to find out
what their options are and feel as if
they could bring their perpetrator to
Tteo?
trial and demand justice.Rape cri-
sis centers and survivor support net-
works provide new outlets for rape
victims. Contact people involved in
these organizations give victims a
safe atmosphere in which to talk and
be heard without judgment or
blame. These organizations can also
make sure victims receive proper
medical treatment and inform them
about their options for reporting the
rape. The development of such or--
ganizations indicates a movement
away from the persecution of vic-
tims. I
Maybe there has not been sexual
harmony in the past, but instead of
assuming this pattern must continue
in the future, we neea work toward
creating an environment that treats
women who have been raped as sur-
vivors of violent acts. Only when
this occurs can the cycle of victim-
ization end.
Cathy Swartz '98
Paglia's comment brings into
question the concept of personal re-
sponsibility. Today's society appears
to lack any and all responsibility for
its actions, blaming some circum-
stance or. some etheral force which
"deserves the blame." It boils down
J v ft 4 M ..
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understand rape, you must study the past. There
was and never will be sexual harmony. Every woman
take personal responsibility for her sexuality, which
's red flame. She must be prudent and cautious
where she goes and with whom. When she makes a
she must accept the consequences and through
self-criticis-m, resolve never to make that mistake again.
to Mommy and Daddy on the campus grievance
is unworthy of
I AT.7
7 J S -- MS.
Camille Paglia
to common
sense and
the golden
rule, two
things that
the 1990s
seem to
have elimi-
nated from
the psyche.
Men and
women are
equally re-
sponsible
- for their respective actions alone.
Here, I believe, is Camille Paglia's
point She neglects to mention, how-
ever, the situation when one's "per-
sonal choice" infringes upon the
rights ofothers by force as in the
case of legitimate rape.
I agree with Paglia that there will
probably never be complete sexual
harmony. I also agree with her that
a woman must be more aware of her
surroundings and situations, if for
nothing more than pure basic com-
mon sense.
However, keeping quiet about
anything does not make a "strong
person." Paglia would have us be-
lieve that a woman should "suck it
up and deal" should a transgression
occur to me it sounds like Paglia
is blaming women for any problems
which should occur. Equally, many
men need to understand what limits
and boundaries are and to respect
other human beings as they themj
selves would like to be treated: no
means no.
Travis Grundke '99
Quotation taken from "Sex, Art,
and American Culture, " Vintage
Books, New York, 1992.
oo you ve oeen appoinieu to wejou.
High time to begin the power trip!
By this time of year, many
Wooster student's thoughts are not
"""" only turning
DJ Francis to spring
weather, but
also to their housing arrangements
for next year. Some lucky students
have been selected to be Resident
Assistants or even Assistant Resi-
dent Directors. These are the people
that will make up the level of au-
thority closest to Wooster students,
living among and around them. To
these people, I dedicate this instruc-
tional guide. My only hope is that
it will help them through the trials
and tribulations of the coming year.
1. Be strong with your residents
from the moment they arrive on
campus. If they should ever see a
sign of weakness from you or the
esteemed position you hold, their
way of living will be forever dam-
aged. Instill in them a sense of re-
spect 'as only a good RA can.
2. It is a good idea to keep things
like sticky-ta- k and other such re-
sources from your residents. You
Rule 2: It is a good
idea to keep things
like sticky-ta- k and
other such resources
from your residents.
know how it goes: if they get it from
you once, they'll think they can rely
on getting more from you in the fu-
ture. After all, you are a JuniorSe-
nior (circle one) and they are only a
(circle one) and do not deserve
it as much as you. How will you
ver have enough for yourself if you
keep giving it away to you resi-
dents?
3. It is important to let your resi-
dents know who is supreme boss
of the hall. This will deter them
from crossing you making your
job much easier. A good way to
accomplish this is to make public
areas like the bathrooms or
lounges your "speaking" areas.
Corner them and give them little
reminders why you are the one
with the alcohol and noise tickets
and they are not.
4. Another handy tip for making
your hall the best living environment
it can be is to delay your programs
until the end of the semesters. Exam
week is optimal. Your residents will
appreciate this because they won't
have those pesky classes to deal with
and can devote large amounts of
time during this period. Some in-
teresting and fun ideas: "All about
Baskets!", "The agony of Backhair"
and, "The wonderful world of
sheepskin contraceptives!'
5. If one of your residents is sick
in the restroom, it is best to give
them an alcohol ticket immediately
They will thank you for your
prompt service later and appreci-
ate your observation of their ill-
ness. Some folks may wonder if
their illness is due to something
Rule 7: If you ever
suspect a student of
wrong-doin- g, pester
himher about it con-
stantly.
like the flu or perhaps even food-poisonin- g.
DO NOT BE
FOOLED! No college student
ever gets the flu and food-poison-i- ng
would be ridiculous, especially
with a dining service as widely
celebrated as Lowry's.
6. Noise levels are to kept at a
minimum at all times to induce a
studious atmosphere. This is espe-
cially appropriate on Friday and
Saturday nights when all the "real"
students are hard at work.
7. If you ever suspect a student
of wrong-doin- g, pester himher
about it constantly. This will prob-
ably convince them that you are on
to their case, and will persuade
them to cut out the nonsense. If
this is not enough, try to go into
their rooms with any excuse you
can think of to "check up." Good
examples: "just wanted to check
if the water fountain temperature
my body odoryour roommate is
OK."
8. Quiet hours start on week-nigh- ts
at eleven p.m. Make sure the
lights are out in the hallway at
eleven sharp. It may be helpful to
listen at each door to make sure your
residents understand and have
obeyed this rule.
9. Remember, this position is
your campus job and requires you
to be prepared for any emergency
or problem. If possible, schedule
your classes for late afternoon and
stay up until two or three a.m. in
order to be sure that everyone is
tucked into bed and safe. You may
not be a baby-sitte- r, but you can
assume that responsibility if you
like.
I hope these handy tips help you
in the difficult months ahead. Like
a captain, you must grasp the wheel
and make sure the ship that is your
hall remains safe and sound. Happy
RA-in- g!
DJ Francis is a guest columnist
for the Voice. He wishes to state
that he loves all ofhis RAs, past
and present.
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Semester I 1997-199-8 J-Bo- ard Results
Hearing Date: October 8. 1997
Hearing Type: Judicial Hearing Board
Incident IVsuiption: The accused allegedly tampered with
a window to Westminister House. --. '
Alleged Code Violation):
1. Section L Expectations for Personal Behavior
A. Personal Integrity and Self-Respe- ct
C. Respect for the functioning and property of the college
Hearing Outcome:
1. Section I:
A. The Board rejected the accused's plea of no contest and
found the accused guilty
C. The Board rejected the accused's plea of no contest and
found the accused guilty.
Sanctions:
1. The accused was placed on Conduct Probation effective
immediately and ending at the conclusion of Semester 1. 1997-9- 8.
Hearing Date: October 8, 1997
Hearing Type: Judicial Hearing Board
Incident Description: The accused allegedly tampered with a
window to Westminister house.
Alleged Code Violations):
I. Section I: Expectations for Personal Behavior
A. Personal Integrity and Self-Respe- ct
C. Respect for the functioning and property of the college
Hearing Outcome:
1. Section L
A. The Board rejected the accused's pica of not guilty and
found the accused guilty
C The Board rejected the accused's plea of not guilty and
found the accused guilty
Sanctions:
1. The accused was placed on Conduct Prcterion effective in
pWj.ly fpA ft ft v-l..- cii rJ grrw--ct I 1997..
98.
Hearing Date: October 8, 1997
Hearing Type: Judicial Board Hearing
Incident Description: The accused allegedly tampered with a
window to Westminister House.
ABeged Code VkaarJonfs):
1. Section t Expectations for Personal Behavior
A. Personal Integrity and Self--Respect
C Respect for the functioning and property of the college
Hearfag Outcome:
1. Section I:
A. The Board rejected the accused's plea of not guilty and
found the accused guilty
C The Board rejected the accused's pfea of not guilty and
found the accused guilty
I. The accused was placed on Conduct Probation effective
immediately and ending at the conclusion ofSemester 1, 1997- -.
98.
Hearinglfttfe: October 23. 1997
Ileal kigType: Judicial Board Hearing
Incident Dfju kjtion: The accused allegedly carried a toy gun,
which had an altered appearance, into Holden HalL
Aleged Code VMarion(s):
I. Section L Expectations for Personal Behavior
A. Personal Integrity and Self-Respe- ct
2. 13. Respect for the Rights and Concerns of Others
3. CfRespect for the functioning and property of the college
Hearing Outcome:
1. Section L
A. The Board accepted the accused's plea of no contest and
found the accused not guilty.
Z Section L
B. The Board rejected the accused's plea of no contest and
found the accused guilty.
3. Section t
C The Board rejected the accused's plea of no contest and
found the accused guilty.
Sanctions:
1. The accused was placed on Recorded Disciplinary Proba-
tion for the remained cfSerriesterL 1997-9- 8 and Semester II,
1997-9- 8.
2. The accused was required to write a letter of apology to the
College.
Hearing Dale: October 30. 1997
Hearing Type: The Dean of Students
Incident Description: The accused allegedly broke a toilet
while shooting off fireworks.
Alleged Code Violation):
1. Section L Expectations for Personal Behavior
A. Personal Integrity and Self-Respe- ct
B. Respect for the Rights and Concerns of Others
C. Respect for the functioning and property of the college
2. Section V: Firearms, other weapons, and fireworks - -
4. Possession and use of fireworks
Hearing Outcome:
1. Section t
A. The Dean ofStudents accepted the accused's plea of guilty
B. The Dean of Students accepted the accused's plea of guilty
CThe Dean of Students accepted the accused's plea of guilty
2.SectionV:
4.The Dean ofStudents accepted the accused's plea of guilty
Sanctions:
1
. The accused was required to make restitution toThe College
of Wooster for one half the cost of replacing the toilet which
was destroyed.
2. The accused was required to complete 20 hours ofcommu-
nity service.
3. The accused was placed on Conduct Probation for the re-
mainder of Semester L 1997-9- 8.
Hearing Date: October 30, 1997
Hearing Type The Dean of Students
Incident Description: The accused allegedly broke a toilet
while shooting off fireworks.
Alleged Code loIation(s):
I. Section t Expectations for Personal Behavior
A. Personal Integrity and Self-Respe- ct
B. Respect for the Rights and Concerns of Others
C. Respect for the functioning and property of the college
2-
-
Section V: Firearms, other weapons, and fireworks
4. Possession arid use of fireworks
HeartagPufcome:
1. Section L'
A. Tho Dean of Students accepted the accused's plea of
guilty
B. The Dean of Students accepted the accused's plea of
guilty
C The Dean of Students accepted the accused's plea of
guilty
2. Section V; .
4. The Dean of Students accepted the accused's plea of guilty
1.The accused was required to make restitution toTheCoBege
of Wooster for one half me crciepladiig the toilet which
was destroyed.
2. The accused was required to compLst. 20 hours ofcommu-nit- y
service.
3. The accmcd was placed on Conrtrt Prcation for the re-
mainder of Semester 1, 1997-9- 8.
Hearing Date: November 3,1997
Huuhif Type: Judicial Board Hearing
InrMmt DtsulptluM: The accused was one of three mdi- -
viduab who allegedly broke into GsJpin HalL removed AV
ctjuptrnent from Andrews Library, and removed items from
Mam's Truck Stop.
Aleged Code Vtttionfs):
1. Section L Expectations for Personal Behavior
A. Personal Integrity and Self-Respe- ct
B. Respect for the Rights and Concerns of Others
C Respect for the functioning and property of the college
2. Section VTL Theft
Qeai kig Ouluane:
1. Section L
x A The Board rejected the accused's plea of no contest and
found the accused guilty
B. The Board rejected the accused's plea of no contest and
round the accused guilty
C The Board rejected the accused's plea of no contest and
found the accused guilty .
2. Section VTL The Board rejected the accused's plea of no
contest and found the accused guilty
Sanctions:
1. The accused was placed on Recorded Disciplinary Proba-
tion until the errf of Semester II 1997-9- 8
Z The accused lost the privilege ofholding an office or elected
position in any student organization andor intercollegiate sports
team for the period of the probation
3. The accused was required to write a 1 0 page paper concern-
ing the event
4. The accused was required to make restitution for the cost of
the window screen inGalpin
Hearing Date: November 4, 1997
Hearing Type: Judicial Board Hearing
Incident Description: The accused was found allegedly in his
room in the presence ofmarijuana and stroking paraphernalia.
Alleged Code Yloiationrs):
1. Section L Expectations fee personal behavior
A Personal integrity and self-respe- ct
B. Respect for the rights and concerns of others
C. Respect for the functioning and property of the college
2. Section IV: Drugs
B. Other drugs
Hearing Outcome:
1. Section I:
' A The Board rejected the accused's plea of not guilty and
TrWTH
found the accused guilty
B. The Board accepted the accused's plea of guilty
C The Board accepted the accused's plea of guilty
2. Section IV:
B. The Board rejected the accused's plea of not guilty and
found the accused guilty
Sanrthms:
1. The accused was placed on conduct probation for the re-
mainder of the accused's enrollment in the College
2. The accused was required to establish an on-goi- ng relation-
ship with a college counselor
Hearing Date: November 5,1997
Hearing Type: Judicial Board Hearing
InrirlrntDtJulptiun: The accused was one of three inch vidu-a- ls
who allegedly broke into Galpin HalL removed AV
equrptment from Andrews Library, and removed items from
Mom's Truck Stop.
Aleged Code Vioianonfs):
1. Section L Expectations for Personal Behavior
A Personal Integrity and Self--Respect
B. Respect for (he Rights and Concerns ofOthers
C Respect for the functioning and property of the college
2. Section VTL Theft
Hearing Ootcome:
1. Section L
A The Board rejected the accused's plea of no contest and
found (he accused guilty
B. The Board rejected the accused's pica of no contest and
found the accused guilty
C The Board rejected the accused's plea of no contest and
found the accused guilty
2. Section VIL The Board rejected the accused's plea of no
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contest and found the accused guilty
Sanctions:
1. The accused was placed on Recorded Disciplinary Proba-
tion until the end of Semester 0 1997-9- 8.
Z The accused lost the privilege of holding an office or elected
position in any student organization andor intercollegiate sports
team for the period of the probation. .
Hearing Date: November 6,1997
Hearing Type: Judicial Board Hearing
Inririent Dmu Iptiun: The accused was one of three indivisuals
who allegedly broke into Galpin Hall, icrrtovedAVequiptment
fromAndrews Library, and removed items firm Mom's Truck
Stop.
Aleged Code VMattonfs):
1. Section L Expectations for Personal Behavior
A Personal Integrity and Self-Respe- ct
B. Respect for the Rights and Concerns of Others
C Respect for the functioning and property o the college
2. Section VU: Theft
Hearing Outcome
I. Section L
A The Board accepted the accused's pica ofguilty
B. The Board accepted the accused's plea of guilty
C The Board accepted the accused's plea of guilty
Z Section VU The Board accepted the accused's plea ofguilty
1. The arcmed was placed on Recorded Disciplinary Proba
tion until the end of Semester JJ 1997-9- 8
Z The accused was required to make rrstrtitfion for the cost of
the window screen at Galpin
3. The accused lost the privilege ofparticipation marry activity
spuwed by a College ofWooster dub or section.
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Semester I 1997-199-8 J-Bo- ard Results
Date Description of Incident Level Disposition
;'8n7"" Alcohol Vjotation't j' U"-- T Meeffng'withRA"-"'- - ; --- :r--
- 83097 Alcohol Violation t 1 Meeting with RA -- ''-
83097 Akohol Violation 1 1 Meeting with RA
9397 Alcohol Violation 1 1 Meeting with RA -
9597 Alcohol Violation 1 . I Meeting with RA . ":'v9597 Alcohol Violation 1 1 Meeting with RA
9797 Alcohol Violation 1 1 Meeting with RA '
91197 - Alcohol Violation I -.- -- 1 . Meeting with RA
91197 Alcohol Violation 1 1 Meeting with RA
91197 Alcohol Violation 1 -- ---- 1 Meeting with RA
91197 Alcohol Violation 1 1 Meeting with RA
91297 Alcohol Violation 11 Meeting with RA91297 Alcohol Violation 1 1 Meeting with RA
91397 Alcohol Violation 1 - 1 Meeting with RA
- 91797 Alcohol Violation 1 1 MecUngwithRA
91797 Alcohol Violation 1 1 Meeting with RA
91997 Alcohol Violation 1 1 , Meeting with RD '
91997 - Alcohol Violation 1 . 1 Meeting with RD
91997 , Alcohol Violation 1 1 MeedngwithRD
91997 ' Alcohol Violation 1 1 , Meeting with RD
92197 Alcohol Violation 1 1 - Meeting with RA - :
92197 -- . Alcohol Violation t 1 Meeting with RA
10397 Alcohol Violation 1 I . - Meeting wi.h RA ' ".''' - - 1
; 10397 ; Aicoiiol Violation 1 -- 1 - -- g wi-i- ) RA V '
""T;377 Aicoitol Vioi iiion 1 1 - '' :'.r$ 'ih RA . ; ' .- -
"l ...'-- 7
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;
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Earlham strives for athletic equity
Rob Crockett
Earlham Word
"No person in the United States
shall, on the basis of sex, be ex-
cluded from participation in, be
denied the benefits of, or be sub-
jected to dis
crimination
under any
education
program or
activity receiv-
ing federal
Those were President Richard
Nixon's remarks on June 23, 1972,
as the law known as Title IX was
signed into action. Put simply,
athletic opportunities must be
open to all.
Twenty-fiv- e years later, our
nation's schools face equity prob-
lems in the areas of bedgeting, re-
cruiting, and scholarship alottment
Since Earlham is in Division III ath-
letics; athletic scholarships are taken
out of die equation.
There is good news, however.
The number of women participat-
ing in college sports has increased
by fourfold since the landmark
1972 education act
With the inception of Softball
into conference play this year,
there are 22 varsity sports in the
North Coast Athletic Conference;
11 women's sports, and 11 men's
sports. Earlham has a total of 17
varsity sports, nine of which are
in the women's program.
As was the case for many confer-
ences, women's sports were un-
equal in
terms of
funding and
recruiting.
The NCAC
is much dif-
ferent There
is no need to
place guidelines on the schools,
since "one of the founding prin-
ciples was equity, not for just men
and women, but for all sports"
Sullivan said
Earlham Director of Athletics
Porter Miller, sees a weak spot in
the women's program. "Our big-
gest problem is a lack of continu-
ity of coaching. We have had three
field hockey coaches in the past
three years. When we get peopleto
come in here and stay, our teams
have a much better chance to win".
At Earlham, budgets are pretty
much on the par between like
sports. Women's soccer for ex-
ample, was behind that of the
men's soccer program for many
years, in part, simply because it
oice Thursday, April 2, 1998
was a new program. Fortunately,
the athletic department has been
aggressive in correcting this, and
the women's budget jumped over
that of the men's this year.
"In the items we can control,
budgets are exactly equal. Each
program gets the same amount of
money for meal money (per
player), travel and uniform ex-
penses," said Miller. "We keep them
the same from sport to sport It is
very hard to imagine the same
progress taking place without Title
DC"
Right now, Earlham has an "Ace
in the Hole," which is certain to
give all athletic programs at
Earlham a boost With the addi-
tion of a newly renovated $11 mil-
lion Fieldhouse, Earlham athletics,
as well as the entire community,
will see an enormous jump in
quality facilities.
Miller is very excited. "It will
help big time! We are so far be-
hind in facilities, it will help tre-
mendously, to recruit the quality
athletes our programs need."
Miller, when asked about his
current feelings on women's ath-
letics at Earlham, was enthusias-
tic "We are really positive right
now. We are excited about our
coaches, facilities and a conference
that can only make us better."
Obito & tftimftng QngQihlttfr cm
In the wake of allegations of impropriety in Northwestern
University's athletic program and growing concerns over gen-
der equality in all three divisions of the NCAA. Last spring
the NCAC added Softball as a varsity sport, including five of
the eight member schools in its first season. But three schools,
Wooster included, have yet to form varsity teams, and with
Case Western s withdrawal from the conference following the
1998-9-9 academic year, its existence is in peril.
This collaborative effort is the first of its kind, with all eight
NCAC schools being offered a role m describing these issues
as they affect their campus. Five schools have agreed to run a
series m this week s edition of their paper. Instead of com-
paring numbers, it is hoped that common issues can be ad-
dressed and dialogue begun.
Personally, I would like to thank Hanna Miller of The
Oberlin Review" for co-coordina- ting this effort. Without her
assistance, you would be reading two more pages of SGA Elec-
tion previews. Seriously, I hope this is the first step of a net
work of college papers that can expand our ideas of the col-
leges which we attend and remember that there is life out-
side of the Woosters and Oberlins in the universe. Besides, it
is merely destructive to focus on the fact that Oberlin has not
won an athletic contest in about five years.
James W. Roller, Wooster Coordinator
Sometimes exceeding the limits is itdfenough for all
KieseLaymon
The Oberlin Review
Long before there were
Yeowomen, there were women
who wanted to run. Before Rich-
ard Nixon signed Title IX, there
were women
who wanted
to swim. Be-
fore gender
equity was a
federal con-
cern, there
were women
who wanted
to leap and jump and score.
Head Swimming Coach Dick
Michaels nursed Oberlin women's
athletics in its infancy. In the early
1970s, Michaels allowed women
to train with his men's cross coun-
try team. The women accompa-
nied the men to a meet Sept 22,
1973, planning to run exhibition.
The competition had other ideas.
The Ohio Wesley an University
team threatened to go home if the
women persisted in running with
the men. OWU filed a formal
grievence, citing a Ohio Athletic
Conference rule which limited
competition to male students. The
future Yeowomen headed south to
OWU to protest the incident.
Michaels said, "We had a
bunch of students marching
around with placards, and every
one said, 'Oberlin's raising hell
again.' I said, 'We'll be here again
next year because I'm going to
do it again. Ifs unconsenable.'"
Michaels never marched' again.
The word "male" was deleted
from the OAC clause that summer.
Suddenly, Oberlin started to feel
the effects
of Title DC
" I t
would've
been diffi-
cult if not
impossible
for a school
withOberlin's avowed philosophical
bent to ignore gender equity even
without enabling legislation," said
runner Mary Margaret Towey '01.
Nevertheless, many observers
agree Title IX has been a crucial
component of developing gen-
der equity in athletics.
"Tide IX is a tool that enables
quality to be maintained," said
Athletic Director Don Hunsinger.
"But ifs a sad commentary on so-
ciety when you have to have a law
to do whafs right"
At face value, Oberlin's annual
report might confuse or dismay
those who just look at the numbers
and wonder why the women's
basketball program only has an
operating expense of $20,398
when the men's basketball
program's" operating expenses to--' -
tal $26,014. The extra cost is
largely due to the third referee.
Garland emphasized the impor-
tance of communication between
coaches, faculty, staff, and admin-
istration. To keep communication
lines open, she sends out memos
reminding coaches of GEAR and
Title DC and asking for their input
on how Oberlin is doing toward
meeting Title DC goals as they re-
late to that coach's particular
sport
Basketball player Ellen Kazary
'98 agreed Title DC isn't a suffi-
cient solution to gender inequity.
"Title DC cannot stand alone as
the answer to gender discrimina-
tion in athletics," Kazary said.
"Although the rules have cer-
tainly changed, so must our atti-
tudes. We must require the insti-
tutions we support to respect
both sexes' participation
equally."
Hunsinger said Oberlin's com-
mitment to Title DC exceeds legal
requirements. According to
Hunsinger, the Athletic Depart-
ment is careful to purchase
equivalent equipment for men's
and women's programs.
FufUling legal requirements can
be costly enough. There has been
only one major Title DC complaint
in Oberlin's history, and that com-
plaint challenged disparities in
equipment between men's and
women's teams.' As a result, the
Athletic Department is careful to
purchase equivalent equipment
for men's and women's programs.
"We make sure all programs are
equivalent but not equal," said
Garland. Some teams cost more
than others. The law does not
mandate equal spending on differ-
ent sports, but does require
equivalent standards of quality in
equipment and overall athletic
Whose advantage?
Jenny McDevttt
The Kenyon Collegian
With an operational budget of
$13 million, or 2.7 percent of the
College's total budget, the
Kenyon College athletic depart-
ment equaled the number of
men s and
women s
varsity
teams at 11
each with
this year's
addition of
n e
women's Softball team. Though
the number of teams is now
equal, the funding allotted for
men's athletics versus women's
still contains some discrepancies.
While men s teams draw
roughly $150,750, the women's
teams receive only $116,750, for
a difference of $34,000. "Football
is the kink in die equation," .said .
Athletic Director Bob Bunnell.
"There is no comparable sport in
terms of size and equipment" In
response to the differences
among sports in which men and
women both carry a team yet the
men receive more funds, Bunnell
cites more expensive equipment
and more traveling as the pri
mary rea
sons.
The difference,
Bunnell be--
1 i e v e s ,
should not
be judged
simply by figures but "by asking
a few questions. Does anyone
have an unfair advantage? Does
anyone have something others
don't?" As Bunnell sees it the an-
swer is no. "During the 1991-199- 2
school year, women's athletics re-
ceived very little funding. We've
done what we can to improve on
that each year."
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Complex issues and solutions
James Koller
The Wooster Voice
With the addition of Softball, the
NCAC now offers 22 sports at the
varsity level. The 11 offerings for
women is the
fourth high-
est of all 88
NCAA con-
ferences at
three divi-
sion levels.
The College
of Wooster has thus far declined
to join, opting to form a club sports
team first to determine the support
for a varsity sport If the demand is
met, it could join the other NCAC
schools in conference competition.
"We would consider softball for var-
sity status,"' explained Wooster
Athletic Director Robert Malekoff.
The Budget Process
The budget making process at
Wooster is one that "I think is one
of the more complex budgets on
campus," explained Malekoff.
Unlike some schools that simply
increase each department's bud-
get annually, Wooster operates on
a zero-base- d budget, indicating
mat each department must specify
their requests and may receive less.
There is a difficulty in comparing
and contrasting NCAC athletic
budgets, according to Malekoff.
"Unless you look at budgets over
Courtesy
The Denkonian
"No person in the United States
shall, on the basis of sex, be ex-
cluded from participation in, be
denied the benefits of, or be sub
jected to dis-
crimination
under any
education
program or
activity re-
ceiving fed-
eral financial
assistance." Utile DC was passed on
1972 as an amendment to the Civil
Rights act of 1964.
"When I started here nine years
ago there were definitely some ar-
eas within our own athletic de-rpartm- ent
that could definitely use
improving," Sard Lee, head
women's basketball coach, said.
Provost Charlie Morris agrees.
"When I started out as provost
there were several areas that
needed drastic changing if
Denison was to be in full compli-
ance with Title DC" Morris com-
mented.
Although Denison does offer an
equal amount of varsity sports for
both women and men, men com-
prise three-fift-hs of the athletes at
Denison. . . .' v v.. . -- .
something like a five year period,
a comparison would be very
skewed."
Numerous factors, such as uni-
form purchases, faculty size and
team support determine the fi-
nancial needs of the College.
Money is
delegated
for the Col-
lege depart-
ments by the
vice presi-
dent for aca
demic af- -.
fairs. From there the athletic
rector delegates the money for
each sport.
Malekoff takes special aim to .
meet all the needs of each sport.
The only time well say no is when
the bottom line doesn't equal the
bottom line the College gives."
Last year the College spent
$356,752 on operating expenses. Of
this total, $220,104 61.7 percent
was distributed in male sports, com-
pared to $136,648 383 percent for
women. This includes transporta-
tion, lodging and meals, officials,
uniforms and equipment for both
home and away contests.
If football is taken out of the pic-
ture, male sports received a more
equitable 53.4 percent
Participation
Men are more active at the var-
sity level of athletic participation.
There were 282 male participants
Morris stresses, however, that
because Denison has-- a football
the numbers are going toErogram
e tilted as football carries the
most amount of athletes on any
team.
Denison's most recent advance-
ment in passing the first part of
this test was
the addition
of a women's
softball team
for competi-
tion in the
spring of '96.
In the aca
demic year of 1994-9- 5 only 37 per-
cent of women participated in ath-
letics. In the year 1996-9- 7, the
number increased to 40 percent
The next question of the test
asks if mere is a history and con-
tinuing practice of program ex-
pansion for the under-represent-ed
sex.
Since Title DC took effect in the
early 1970s, Denison has added
three new varsity sports for
women: soccer, cross country and
softball.
"OCR considers actions taken in
the most recent three years as in-
dicators of continuing expansion.
Very few institutions satisfy this
test" Morris stated.
The third and final test for de-Vterjnini- ng.if
an institution .is genr .
for the 1997-9- 8 academic year and
197 female participants. The 85
athlete difference is accounted for
by the existence of the football
team, which was 94 members
strong. Omitting football, females
outnumbered male athletes by
nine. This translates into $781
dollars per male athlete and $694
per female athlete.
One reason for the disparity is
the existence of a men's junior var-
sity basketball team and an addi-
tional home tournament that costs
money to stage. Once again, this
is predicated on demand. "If the
women wanted one, I'm not say-
ing we wouldn't do it sponsor a
tournament," said Malekoff.
The Crystal Ball
There are several ways to look
at financing. "Ifs difficult to de-
termine what's real money leav-
ing the College and what's going
to another department" Unless
detailed figures are made avail-
able, it becomes problematic to de-
termine where the money goes,
whether it is to recruiting, trav-
elling or staff. For example, a
football team with 90 plus mem-
bers such as Wooster would
spend much more on football
than a school such as Kenyon
with fewer than 60. Other inc-
identals such as uniforms are
funded differently by each college.
"We try to replace uniforms for
five teams a year instead of 15
der equitable asks if the institution
is fully and effectively accommo-
dating the interests and abilities of
- the under-represent- ed sex.
"Institutions may comply with
the third test by offering teams for
women in which mere is sufficient
interest and ability for a viable
team with a reasonable expecta-
tion of competition in the
institution's normal competitive
region," Morris said.
As an interest was shown for
competition on the varsity level
for softball, in 19 the sports was
made varsity. However, the OCAC
In the academic year of
1994-9- 5 only 37percent
ofwomen participated
in athletics. In the year
1996-9- 7, the number
increased to 40 percent,
a marked rise.
chose not to open softball up for
conference competition until 1998.
One of these factors is'salary.
Morris stressed that Title IX is not
a law set up simply to assure that
women play in athletics. Rather, it
is a law mat ensures all women get
the same opportunities as men.
t ."It the salaries are skewed to .
i ( .
favor the men's coaches," ex-
plained Morris, "then the
women's strength of instruction is
not equal to the men's. Even though
both are presumed to be on the
same level of ability (Division m)."
While Morris could not release
individual salaries, he empha-
sized that when a new coach needs
to be hired, the same
salary otter is ex-
tended to a men's
coach as it would be a
women's coach of the
same sport
This is one of the
most scrutinized fac-
tors when determin
"It is difficult
to comply with
ing if Tide DC is being
complied within a particular insti-
tution.
"Often times," said Morris, "it
is also the factor mat is most mis-
interpreted."
For instance, the men's basketball
team in the season of 1996-9-7 spent
an average of $1474 per athlete,
whereas the women's basketball
team spent only $1279 per athlete.
"There are different factors
that influence each sport that
people hardly ever take into con-
sideration. For instance, in the
case of basketball the OCAC re-
quires that there be three refer-
ees for a game rather then the
two mandated for a women's
Photo by Matt Dilyard
Hiring coaches thatproduce, such as Jim Barnes of Wooster, is one
crucial area ofspending for Division III colleges.
getting them at once," said
Malekoff. This might not be the
case at other school.
With Case dropping out of the
NCAC after the next academic
year, softball might find it difficult
to survive without other schools,
such as Wooster joining. One of
the few conferences founded with
a directive at promoting gender
equality, the NCAC will nave to
continue the battle for equality.
The Big Red: searching for answers to Big Issues
The College of Wooster has
other hurdles to overcome as
well. It is one of the few NCAC
members without an athletic rec-
reation center. The issue has be-
come more prevalent in the past
year with President Hales' Stra-
tegic Planning Committees
evaluating the College's future
priorities. "It would no doubt
benefit the entire campus," said
Malekoff.
competition," Morris said.
Other discrepancies arise from
the fact that different teams play
different schedules.
For instance, the women's vol-
leyball team spends an average of
$1461 for each of their athletes,
while the football team spends
only $998.
However, the vol
leyball team travels to
different tournaments,
whereas the football
team plays a schedule
all Of Title IX'S that is relegated to the
requirements, eastern Mia west ana
Mollis said. the western mid-Atlant- ic
Lee conceded that
Denison did have some improve-
ments to make in gender equity
when she first arrived here nine
years ago.
"It is difficult to comply with all
of Title DC's requirements," Mor-
ris said.
"Denison comes closer to com- - j
plying than most colleges and is ;
among the leaders within a con-
ference that has led the way in
terms of gender equity," he con-
tinued.
Morris feels that it would be
pinnacle to conduct a study in
which the athletic interests of
women students at Denison were
'assessed.
Features
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Burbank
SUSHANT MUKHERJEE
"What's the deal with the yellow
T-shirt-
s?" That was one of the most
frequently asked questions of last
year's first-ye- ar class during the first
week at the College. Many students
will remember the small army of
students wearing bright yellow T-shi- rts
that patrolled the campus an-
swering questions, organizing
events and activities, and generally
helping out. The student orientation
committees, who arrived on campus
two weeks before the beginning of
school, helped to provide a smooth
transition for the clueless new stu-
dents into the College environment
Well, the beginning of last year
seems far away now, but just last
Monday the process began all over
again. The results for the orientation
committee selections were an-
nounced, and seeing the excitement
of the new members brought back a
flood of memories for me. I was part
Great spring weather
Dan Shortridge
"Damn this weather!" I thought
to myself on Thursday afternoon.
With brilliant blue skies, the sun
shining its warmth down, and a
slight breeze to cool things off, I had
almost forgotten about the dark,
cold, dreary Wooster winter. But I
couldn't forget the math homework
staring me in the face as I sat in a
carrel in Gault Library.
I just hate nice weather.
I spent my day studying for the
next day's math exam indoors, ut-
terly against my will. I wished that
I had taken an art class instead, so
that I could join the students loung-- .
ing around in front of Kauke sketch-
ing the trees, grass, and people.
But that cruel fate of being stuck
outdoors was simply not to be. I
considered taking my math textbook
outside but decided against it. The
grass just looked too comfortable
like it was just inviting me to fall
asleep until the coolness of a calm.
EVERY WOMAN'S HOUSE
tf you have been
assaulted,
sexually
raped,of or a survivor ofany sexual abuse
and are interested in a
supportive, creative and healing
support group, call Every
Woman's House 330-263-60- 21
& ask for Claire.
The Survivor Support Group is
strictly confidental.
You are not alone. Call for
more information and the
support you deserve.
of the International Student Orienta-
tion Committee (ISOQ last year, and
I won't be forgetting it for a while.
The evening before the interna-
tional students were scheduled to ar-
rive, the six members of ISOC ar-
rived in Babcock lounge, weary
from a whole day of making "Wel-
come to Wooster" posters and writ-
ing comforting little notes to put on
the doors of the new students.
Karen Klopp, the Assistant Dean
for International Student Affairs,
called for silence. "I need volunteers
to go to the airport tomorrow to meet
the new students. Let me warn you
though, there will be a lot of manual
labor involved. Most of them bring
lots of heavy suitcases." I brightened
a little. Finally, something I could
do well. I raised my hand.
The next thing I remember is sit-
ting in a van in the early hours of
the morning as we drove to the air
port. The first flight was scheduled
to arrive at 8 a.m. We got there with
light evening awoke me several
hours later. And with a midterm
looming, those were precious hours
I could not miss. As consolation, I
stared out the window and walked
to Lowry to check my mail a lot.
Sharing my fate of being stuck
indoors were WCWS DJs Joy
Bishop '01 and Juliet Henry '01,
whose "World ofWomen" show I lis-
tened to. "When we were inside, all
the songs we played made us want
to go play frisbee because they were
so happy-go-lucky- ," said Bishop.
There was at least one other class
which took its activities outside.
Professor Ah-Se- ng Choo's Hebrew
Bible class gathered on the McGaw
steps under the brilliant sun, which
a friend of mine described as "ab-- ,
solutely wonderful." Professor
Choo we salute you! I wish that
my professors would follow your
example (a not-so-veil- ed hint you
know who you are).
Without any classes on Thursday,
I was free to concentrate on study
..i w.m
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The International Student Orientation
five' minutes to spare and sprinted
to The College of Wooster stand.
Two other bleary-eye-d ISOC mem-
bers stood there, and chatted to two
other people who had to be first-yea- rs
- they had that hunted look
about them. The first-yea- rs were
surrounded by a pile of suitcases.
and homework: such
ing. But all throughout my Friday
classes, I chomped at the bit, eager
to get outside. The sun shining
through windows just wasn't
enough. When three o'clock; hit, I
zoomed out of Taylor and joined the
collective Wooster "beach party," as
one friend described it.
With clouds banished to the
places where foul weather resides
when it's not here in Wooster, stu--
dents played to their hearts' content
We spilled outside in the dozens, lis-
tening to music, reading, running,
walking, jumping just enjoying
the weather, reveling in the sheer
pleasure of a warm day.
One friendwalked to Christmas
Run Park, and a few others played
an energetic game of tennis.
Frisbee on the Quad appeared to be
very popular. But judging from my
observations, the sport most actively
pursued by Wooster students was
that of simply walking , talking with
friends, and relaxing. "It rocks,"
said Doug Huston '01. "We need to
Ext 2319
Ext. 2565
Ext 2166
Ext. 2371
Ext 2256
Ext 2586
Ext. 2398
Ext. 2347
SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM
A group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially assist survivors
of, or those who know survivors of sexual assault.
For assistance contact:
Nancy Anderson Hygeia
Susan Clayton Kauke 31
Marian Cropp Gault
Heather Fitz Gibbon Kauke 7
Pam Frese Kauke 8
Shila Garg Taylor 106
Carroll Meyer Westminster
Mary Young Kauke 132
Alumni Center
Church House
Students may also contact the College counselors at Ext 2319 or Campus
Minister at Ext. 2558. To report an assault contact the Wooster City Police at 9-- 9
1 1 (emergencies) or 264-333- 3, or Security at Ext 2590.
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Committee looks misleadingly innocuous.
We took a deep breath and started
loading the bags.
When I think back to it now, I had
some fun that day. I remember ar-
guing with the other guys on the
committee about who would meet
which girl when her flight came in.
The girl from the Netherlands par
have naps back instead of classes,"
suggested Andrew Weaver '01.
When Friday night rolled around,
I was in such a good mood that I
didn't at all mind having to work the
10 p.m. to 2 ajn. Security patrol. At
first. It turned out that the same
ebullience and energy which
Wooster students put into their par-
tying and outdoor fun that morning
carried over into their partying and
fun that night If Wooster were to
give out a school spirit award, it
would have to go to the many deni-
zens of Bissman Hall who clustered
outside on the lawn late that night
freely and loudly sharing their joy at
having experienced such a beautiful
day with anyone who passed by.
Friday passed into Saturday, and
Join the Fun & Excitement
LASER TAG
ticularly drew a large welcoming
crowd. I remember stealing trolleys
from unsuspecting couples and eat-
ing lunch at Cheers. But it wasn't
all fun. For instance, I had to argue
with one paranoid mother for twenty
minutes in an attempt to convince
.
her that I was not, in fact, going to
steal her child's luggage, while her
daughter sheepishly stared at the
floor. There were the flights that
came and went without bringing
who they were supposed to. And
then, of course, there were the suit-
cases. Going to baggage claim was --
always an adventure. Students
would cheerfully point out their,
bloated suitcases as they came by
on the belt, and I would pull them
off, staggering under their weight
and staring wistfully at the little
rucksacks that everyone else seemed
please see FIRST-YEA- R
ADVENTURES IN ORIENTA-
TION, page 11
a tradeoff
the weather soured slightly that af-
ternoon. I discovered that leather
sandals become squishy and feel
very weird when wet and so walked
the rest of the way barefoot, remem-
bering to watch for glass fragments
on the sidewalk in front of Bissman.
And Saturday changed to Sunday,
and good weather once again . . . and
the forecast for the upcoming days
shows continuing blue skies and
warm temperatures fantastic
weather! I'm just hoping that's a
metaphor for the rest of the year! I'd
hate to fail my math test. After all,
I studied so hard for it.
Note to self: Advise SGA to start
lobbying to make sure sunny skies
continue. Who cares about cable TV
at a time like this?
OPEN YEAR
ROUND
3889 Friendsville Road
Wooster
Ph: 330-345-43- 86
of
Thursday: College I.D. Nights I For 10 or more people, 3 I Play 2 games of Laser Tag,
$1 off wCoucge I.D. 1 games each for $10 a person save $2, anytime
for Laser Tag Monday-Thursda- y ' . j
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IStudents Breakaway to
Jon Raessler
Manual labor instead of Ft Lau
derdale during spring break is not a
choice many college students would
prefer. However, 11 students from
the College traveled to Harlan City,
Ky., and participated in a service
project designed to help those
people who are impoverished and
cannot afford a house or to refurbish
the one they occupy.
The Wooster students remodeled
a house for an impoverished fam-
ily. They began work' on a Sunday
and concluded the project the follow-
ing Friday. The program that spon-
sored the project is called Breakaway.
The trip was voluntary, with a
$125 charge to cover expenses. Any
student could have participated;
various posters advertised the trip.
"I learned about the trip by seeing
one of the posters; I went to the
meeting and decided that the trip
would be a charitable and worth
while thing to do," said Christina
Evans '01. There is no committee
First-ye-ar adventures
.
in
.
continued from page 10
to be carrying. .
Finally, at 8p.m., the last flight
came in, and it was time for me to
go home with the last van load of stu-
dents. RyadVachha' 98, and I decided
that, having spent the whole day smil-in- g
reassuringly and helping others,
it was about time we had a little fun
of our own. So we decided to make
a little detour on the way home.
Burbank is not what you would
call the most lively of towns; located
20 minutes outside Wooster, it's one
of those places that, if you blink a
little too long while driving past,
you'll miss it. With nothing but
cornfields as far as the eye can see,
it's the kind of place mat sends caps
down the spine of the average inter-
national student, braced for the
hustle and bustle of the United
States. This is the place we picked
to give our unsuspecting passengers
their first taste of culture shock.
As we drove past Burbank, Ryad
slowed down and we started point-
ing out some of the town's attrac-
tions. "All right, here is where
you're going to do your daily shop
Matsos Family Restaurant
THE CUSJMC THAT
tspma Socmtes!
10 off all CO.w. student and1
faculty until the year 3000 AD.
lUWmtUbtnrSmK
bom Ohio 44691
(330) 264-M0- 01 Great Desserts!
or club that one must be a member
of. As long as the student is willing
to work over part of a break, they are
more than welcome to participate.
Spring break is not the only time
these Breakaway trips occur. Dur-
ing winter break, a group traveled
to Philadelphia to work in the down-
town A.I.D.S. clinic there.
Usually, there are two trips dur-
ing spring break. In addition to
Harlan City, a group was scheduled
to travel to Detroit Due to several
students withdrawing from the trip at
the last minute, this trip did not occur.
The budget was significantly lower
following these withdrawals, and
consequently, there was not enough
money to travel. Those students who
did not withdraw were added to the
list for the trip to Harlan City.
For the past several years, there
have been three Breakaway trips per
year. Courtney Funk "99 has been
organizing the trips this year, though
she did not participate in the Harlan
City project
It is in the hopes of many that in
ping," I said, pointing to a decrepit
building with "uenerai aiore writ-
ten in faded paint over the door.
"And here's the local College hang-
out," chimed in Ryad, indicating a,
tiny shed-lik- e structure, with an old
Amish man sitting on its front porch,
chewing on a piece of straw. An
Amish carriage clattered down a
side street The students just sat with
a glazed look in their eyes as we
abruptly pulled into a dirt driveway
on the outskirts of the town, explain-
ing that the College was just at the
end of this driveway. Neither Ryad
or I knew where we were going, and
we followed the dirt track to a lonely
farmhouse, where we screeched to
a halt, narrowly avoiding a chicken.
Ryad switched off the ignition, the
chicken squealed indignantly, and
silence ensued.
"All right you," I pointed to a
dazed boy from Calcutta, "start tak-
ing' out the suitcases. This here is
Babcock Hall." But just as he started
to open the door, the front door of
the house flew open, and a man
stood on the porch with what looked
like a shotgun in his hands. I
slammed my door shut, Ryad started
the car and reversed out of the drive-
way as fast as he could. Soon we
were back on the highway and
FREE Tire Rotation
COMPANY
60 Years of Combined Experience
EREE DIAGNOSIS
BMW, SAAB, VOLVO, AUDI, HONDA,
Fpign Cars arc not Foreign to US
TUTU 1A, V W
20 Discount on Parts with
Harlan City
ternational work projects may be
organized in the near future. Ac-
cording to Funk, those in charge of
publicizing these projects are also
tentatively planning to work with
Res Life staff so that this staff can
promote these projects and that word
of these projects can have another
medium through which to spread.
Currently, the only publicity is post-
ers and word of mouth. Should
more students become interested,
special projects such as international
trips would be more possible.
Though the numbers of the group
may seem small, they in no way di-
minish the experience of working on
one of these projects. "I found the
whole project very positive and re-
warding; you can walk away from
the project feeling very positive
about yourself, knowing you have
helped someone less fortunate,
Evans said.
These trips and projects provide
a useful service to those in need and
provide students with an alternative
and more fulfilling break.
orientation
.
m. r - - - ThenA MAtuspeeding towards Wooster. new
students sat in stunned silence, not
even attempting to understand what
was happening around them.
Reassured mat we weren't being
followed by a posse of furious farm-
ers, we explained to the students mat
it was a practical joke. They just
nodded meekly, resigned to their
fate. Now, some of you, might think
we were malicious, but it was just a
harmless prank and it actually
worked out very well After the shock
of Burbank, the students were over-
joyed at the sight of Wooster. Movies
10, Wal-Ma- rt, and McDonald's --
this looked a lot more like the
America they were expecting.
The rest of orientation passed by
smoothly. Certainly, there were days
when I admitted to myself that I
wouldn't mind if I didn't see another
first-ye- ar ever again. And yes, I did
get a little sick of having to play a
name game each time I introduced
myself. But, for the most part, I have
to say I had a great time during orien-
tation and I learned a lot about my-
self. More importantly, I mink the new
students had a good time too, and I'm
sure next year's incoming first-ye- ar
class will learn a lot about Wooster
from the orientation committees. And
perhaps a little about Burbank too.
with $19.95 Oil Change
Car Sales A Service
,vpt:n o a. HI. ivj J p.m.
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Stillpoint in one of their McGaw-to- p
Katy Geldrich
Stillpoint is the College's resi-
dent "dark folk'' band. They have
been around for two years, thanks
to their unique and eclectic sound.
The current members of the band
are Zeke Coughlin '99,'Francis
Browne '99, Nate Wilkinson '00,
Joel Beauchemin '00, Mike
Thomenius '99 and Aaron Fuleki
101. Dan Borsody '01, Laura
Wagner '01 and Cheryl Farney '00
are included in the cast of guest art-
ists. Working with the band was
described as exciting and ener-
getic. Dan said, "It was fun, but in
a good way. The voices in my head
told me to do it"
I interviewed the band after their
performance Saturday night at
Bands in the Basement:
Katy: How would you describe
your music?
Mike: Celtic super-fl- y funk
rock.
Nate: Ahh ... Our style changes
semesterly almosL-definite- ly bi-annua- lly.
Zeke: It's kind of a basic folk
rock with funk, classical, Celtic
and alternative influences. We've
been described as a "dark Rusted
Root" We rock.
Nate: Uhhyeah....
Zeke: But I'm not being egotis-
tical or anything.. . .
Mike: And we do not worship
the Devil.
Zeke: Sshh! Be quiet, Mike.
I asked them to describe their
musical backgrounds, and this is
what I learned: Joel is a funkjazz
bassist, jazz hornist and classical
violinist; Francis is a classically
trained violinist; Zeke is a folk and.
classical guitarist. Nate describes
himself as a self-taug- ht profes-
sional recorder player. "I have two
recorders and a penny whistle ...
and I play a table leg too, but not
very often." Mike has alternative
and jazz influences, and Aaron is
a heavy metal and alternative in-
fluenced drummer.
The name Stillpoint comes from
a T.S. Eliot poem.
Features
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sessions
Zeke: It's a metaphor for love,
all that is true, and God ... in the
big sense, not necessarily in the
Christian sense. Although we do
have some Christian songs.
Nate: But none of our songs are
meant to be taken at face value.
Zeke: They're full of metaphor,
with pop and mythical references.
One of my biggest lyrical influ-
ences was Pink Floyd.
Nate: We also have lots of joke
songs: "The Cellar Song", the "bus
song"...
Zeke And that song about Pat
BuKKKanon which so many
people specifically asked us not to
play. We still love them though. It
does kind of bug me that people dig
"The Cellar Song" more than "Job"
and our other more meaningful and
poetic songs.
Francis: I think people really re-
late to the message "The Cellar
Song" has: they secretly want to
kill their neighbors.
Mike: We do not worship the
devil.
Zeke: Sshh! Mike!! Quiet!!
Aaron: We actually get along re-
ally well, we have band get-togeth- er
nights.
Zeke: We have a very open
policy, if anyone has a musical idea
we let them carry it out to its full-
est measure, even if it's for the first
time on stage on an instrument they
don't know how to play.
Nate: Like tonight ... I never
played a bass before tonight, and I
probably won't touch one again
unless someone hits me with one.
The crowd enjoyed the concert,
so it's no surprise that the band is
planning to record. There are sev-
eral upcoming concerts including
Battle of the Bands onSaturday and
an appearance at the Java Well on
Ap. 25. There is also an outdoor
show in the works.
Zeke: . . . provided we don't get
arrested for it
Nate: Next we're planning our
tour of Ireland.
Zeke: ... and Guam.
Mike: ... then Hades.
Band: Sshhh!!!!
--
1
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1800 gray squares: Matthew Sparks, painting and
Lauren Kulchawik
Imagine painting 1800 squares
in infinite shades of gray on a large
canvas. For Matthew Sparks '98,
this was only part of the process
of completing his I.S., a series of
paintings entitled "K.E.C." which
are presented in Ebert Art Center.
"When I was a freshman here,
my best friend died of an allergic
reaction to peanuts. The exhibit
is dedicated to him," said Sparks.
In his I.S., --Sparks states that
. "Kevin's life and the effect he had
on me both before and after his
death is the inspiration for my
work."
Sparks' paintings of Kevin
Eugen Cleveland are entirely black
and-whit-e and painted with acryl-
ics. Up close, the works appear to
be a fuzzy grid of squares, but
when stepping back from" the
paintings, the image of Kevin's
face comes clear. The aim is
achieving a balance between clar-
ity and abstration. Influenced by
"artist Chuck Close, Sparks worked
from photographs of Kevin, first
SAB tries to
Charity L. Babcock
For those of you who were hop-
ing and praying to the Wooster gods
for a major band to play on campus,
keep praying. But never say that SAB
didn't try. After taking a preliminary
survey earlier this semester asking stu-
dents what band they would most like
to seecome toWooster, SAB care-
fully tabulatedjhe results from four
different categories and came up
with a "wish list" of 10 bands, which
they then sent on to each band's
agent. The list was then narrowed
down to three groups, in this order:
Rusted Root, 10,000 Maniacs and
Violent Femmes.
Although they knew that they
only had a 5050 chance of getting
Rusted Root to come to Wooster,
Musical Entertainment Chair Mark
Hooks '0 1 said, "We decided to take
the risk and go after them." Together
with Director of Student Affairs Bob
Rodda and Assistant Director of Stu-
dent Affairs Christina Graham, SAB
members worked long and hard, fig-
uring dates, funding, ticket sales,
production costs, and location.
They decided that the PEC would
' be the best place to have the con-
cert because it is enclosed and is
able to hold 3500-400- 0 people. Af-
ter speaking with Bob Malekoff,
athletic director of the college, a date
was set. Pre-sa- le tickets for students
would be $7.50, the general public
would pay $15, and tickets for all
u ". $20 at the door. After fig-i- g
costs and logistics, SAB
Rusted Root's agent a bid. The
Sparks paints K.E.C.
enlarging them 200 to 400 times
their size, then drawing a grid over
the photo. The hardest part, ac-
cording to Sparks, was choosing
the shade value of gray to trans-
pose from the color photograph.
"Each painting took at least 48 to
72 hours to complete. I was pretty
much in the studio all of the time,"
said Sparks.
provide a world of ecstacy
bid was more than the minimum bid
for the band because "we wanted to
let them know we were serious,"
said Graham. Unfortunately, Rusted
Root declined the offer because they
will be touring over the summer and
they simply weren't interested in
playing now.
After Rusted Root's rejection,
SAB looked into both 10,000 Ma-
niacs and Violent Femmes. Violent
Femmes were not available, and
10,000 Maniacs were only available
to play at an earlier date, which
would not have given SAB enough
time to prepare for the concert. A
concern about looking into other
groups that were not quite as popu-
lar among students on the survey
was that SAB wouldn't be able to
collect enough revenue in ticket
sales to cover the costs.
According to Hooks, one reason
that it has been so difficult for SAB
to obtain a popular band to play at '
Wooster is because many of the big
bands are not touring this spring, so
manyf the medium-price- d bands
have been picked up by larger cam-
puses who also have larger budgets.
Such a small number of bands are
available this spring that Wooster is
not able to compete for them with
the huge universities such as Ohio
University or Ohio State.
So, can Wooster look for a popu-
lar band to grace the campus next
year? Hooks hopes so. He said of
the SAB staff, "The whole staff put
a lot. into it... We really wanted
this... just as much as the student
body." Given the huge amount of
Photo by Amelia Kays
The series K.E.C. is a metaphor
for the memory of a person. "Like
memories, the paintings are fuzzy
at first, but then as you back away,
the image becomes much clearer,"
said Sparks. Regarding the past, he
has written, "details are often lost,
while the larger sign of the memo-
ries, whether shocking, monumen-
tal or personal, is never forgotten."
support from the entire campus in
this endeavor, including the support
of President Stan Hales and Cam-
pus Council, it is probable that
Wooster will have a band within a
year. SAB is already making plans.
They are hoping to set up a separate
account within their budget for a
band next year, which will include
the money already raised for this
event from other budgets on cam-
pus. SAB will continue to look into
Rusted Root, but they fear that with
a new album breaking, the cost of
obtaining the band may be too much
for them.
SAB has been dauntless in their
pursuit of a band for Wooster, and
continues to be so, as is evident by
Graham's comment, "We're just
gonna keep trying throughout the
year." Hooks concurred, comment-
ing on SAB's perseverence through-
out the effort, "We're still taking that
same direction into next year."
Important Reminders
Sunday morning is
Daylight Savings
Time, Spring ahead.
You won't be
registering the
day before.
A happy reminder from The
Wooster Voice
Sparks especially values the
painting of Kevin's eyes in which
only a portion of the face is magni-
fied. "Like certain parts of memo-
ries which are forgotten and lost,
certain parts of my paintings' im-
ages are covered ... In my memo-
ries, one thing that always remains
the same throughout good and bad
times is Kevin's eyes," wrote
Sparks.
K.E.C. is a reflection of the feel-
ings involved in both the losing and
the love for a close friend. SparJcs
hopes that the viewers of his Work
will relate their own emotional ex-
periences to those expressed in the
dedication to Kevin "I want this
work to be a way for people to an-
swer some of the tough questions
they may have inside themselves
about loss."
Along with "K.E.C. Eyes" the ex-
hibit includes an image of K.E.C.
in grade school as well as an image
of K.E.C. as a senior. Also, there is
a side by side set of K.E.C. next to
D.W.C., Kevin's twin brother.
"K.E.C. Three of,i Kind" is a set of
three paintings, each one is a differ
Black, white, read all over
Student photographs spice up library
Charity L. Babcock .
i Z.
If you've been in the library re-
cently, then it's likely that you've
seen many of the photographs com-
plete with captions all around, even
in unlikely places. The photos were
taken on assignment by members of
the Introduction to Photography
class. Their task was to document
the library, thus defining it for them-
selves.
The project was an investigation
in ideas of photo-documentati- on,
where the class members were to
explore what they were photograph
good friends
ent angle of the same picture of
Kevin.
Sparks values the help of his par-
ents, his advisor Jennifer Daley,
George Olson, Walter Zurko,
Kevin's family and his Xi Chi broth-
ers. He has takerLvarious art classes
since he was a young kid, and ac-
cording to his mom, "when Matt
was two he drew all over the bed-
room walls. That's when he started
doing artwork."
After a semester at the College,
Sparks was sure he was going to
major in art He has an education
minor and plans to student teach.
"I'm doing the whole 'get a degree
and then come back' thing, but then
later I'm planning on grad school,"
he said. -
As a conclusion to the written
portion of his I.S., Sparks has stated,
"Through pictures and videos we
can review images and small peri-
ods of time, but to truly remember
the effect people and events had on
our lives we must take the time to
examine and reflect on them. This
I.S. project is giving me that oppor-
tunity."
ing as well as how they may have
"constructed" their documentation.
Many of the photographs are inter-
esting, thought-provokin- g, and even
humorous.
They are placed throughout the li-
brary somewhat randomly, much
.
like "an Easter egg hunt," as Pro-
fessor Garth Amundson once noted
wryly.
So, if you've been avoiding the
library since spring break, this may
be a good opportunity to venture
forth yet once more into that haven
of study. The photographs will be
on display for one more week.
Attention
Senior Student Leaders
The Leadership Award is an annual award established by the Campus
Council. The award acknowledges the talented and gifted seniors
who have offered consistent dedication to student leadershippositions
during their four years at The Corfe of Wooster.
Applications AVAILABLE at Lowry Front Desk
on March 2
Applications due on Monday. April 6 in the Office of the
Deans in Galpin Hall
The Campus Council Honoraria Committee encourages all seniors
who have demonstrated dedication, vision and competence of sills as
a campus leader to apply.
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"U.S. Marshals'' apathetic sequel
Sally Thelen
Not knowing anything
about the movibefore-- l got
to the cinema, 1 wasn t aware
that "U.S. Marshals
supposetMo be the sequel to "The
Fugitive." rcan't figure out if it was
the identical plot flfcffrtfs any engaging
characters or the lb times that Tommy
Lee Jones stkres -
straight into the
era lens and says
"We've got ourselves
a fugitive here," that
clued me in. But I
caught on pretty
quick.
This rehashed version of "The Fu-
gitive" presents-Ttfmm- y Lee Jones'
character, the straight laced, hard-nose- d
Sam Gerard and his band of
quirky, competent U.S. Marshals.
After a plane of convicts crashes,
Gerard and his spunky crew are left
to find one prisoner who got away.
Robert Downey Jr. as a slick city
government agent joins in on the'
assignment, and suddenly the entire
movie becomes the Nineties' ver-
sion of "The A-Tea- m" with a few
washed-u- p brat packers thrown in
for good measure.
Wesley Snipes as the convict on the
lam is definitely no Harrison Ford.
Albeit with more superhuman
Beginning Friday at
Cinemark
Movies 10
Now showing through April 9 .
As Good As It Gets (PG-1- 3) 11:40, 2:40,7:10,10:10 p.m.
Goodwill Hunting (R) 1 1:05, 1:50, 4:35, 7:25, 10:20 p.m.
Lost in Space (PG-1- 3) 11:00, 1 :40, 4:20, 7:00, 9:50 p.m
Primary Colors (R) 11:35,2:45,7:05, 10: 15 p.m.
Meet the Deedles (PG) 11:30,2:10,4:10 p.m.
Man in the Iron Mask (PG-1- 3) 7:20,10:25 p.m.
Grease(PG) 11:15,1:45,4:15,7:30,10:00 p.m.
The Newton Boys (PG-1- 3) 1 1:10. 1:55,4:40, 7:35, 10:30 p.m.
Wild Things (R) 1 1 :20, 2:00, 4:25, 7:40, 1 0:05 p.m.
Titanic (PG-1- 3) 11:45,4:30,9:15 p.m.
Mercury Rising (R) 1 1:25, 2:05, 7:15,9:55 p.m.
Passes not accepted for these films
For complete listings any
strength and a pretty French girlfriend
for his sidekick, Snipes' character re-
mains ambiguously innocent through-
out the film, never endearing himself
to the audience. Prettyjgpon the film
dissolves into a formulaic action-adventu- re
movie which does very little
to develop any believable characters
or creative plot twists. But it will
amaze you with tips on how to escape
from the top of a skyscraper or a flam-
ing airplanefor whenever you might
need such advice).
Directed by Stuart Baird, "U.S.
Marshals" definitely lacks the sub-
stance and punch of "The Fugitive,"
making it a very unfit sequel for a
very'good movie. Why film makers
see it necessary to try to replicate
every early success is beyond me.
Hollywood should be introduced
with the phrase "beating a dead
It
time, call 345-875- 5.
Voice
horse." Shakespeare never
sat around thinking, "Hey
that Romeo and Juliet thing
worked out really well, how
about if I write a play about
them, say, five years later,
they're going through a bitter di-
vorce, and..."
"U.S. Marshals" was definitely
not as creative as its predecessor and
neither apparently
was its audience. The
audience is never al-
lowed to figure out
anything on their
own. At first I took for
granted that the char
acters would find it
necessary to repeat the significance
of the clues again and again. When
they started showing black and
white flashbacks to remind me of
scenes I had just seen five minutes
before, I realized the film makers
thought they were dealing with idi-
ots filling up the seats. Okay, I might
not be the most well-inform- ed
viewer, but I don't need to be force-fe- d
my suspense.
Don't let this movie mar your
good opinion of "The Fugitive." In-
stead of dishing out your six dollars
for this sorry sequel, rent the origi-
nal. Or maybe you can find some
old videos of "The A-Tea- m." Trust
me, your money will be better spent.
Scot
Lanes
Sign up for
Serif Lanes
latest 8-B- all
Tournament
between now
and April 4.
Pay your $3 to enter
and test your skills.
The winner earns
not only two free
games of pool but a
$15 gift certificate to
Wilson Bookstore
(hey, that's almost
one book taken care
of for next semester!)
Have your cue sticks ready on
Wednesday, April 8 ...
Springing
OK
Exploring the world through dance
Gregg Licht
The Wooster Dance Company will
present its annual Spring Dance Con-
cert consisting of seven different mod-
ern dance compositions choreo
graphed by students and faculty. Ki
Vaughn is the costume designer, and
Dale Seeds is the lighting designer.
Dan Hart '99, Kisa Lickert '98 and
Adam Howarth '00 are his associate
lighting designers.
Kim Tritt, the artistic director of the
company, is the only faculty chore-
ographer and dancer in the concert.
Her piece this year is called 'Tribute
to the Sun." The piece comes out of
work that Tritt did oh her" sabbatical
last year in Hawaii. While there, she
had the chance to study Hawaiian
dance and ritual; Hula dance was her
main area of research. "Hula comes
ourpf the sea. Earth, wind and finally
the sun," Tritt said. It was the sun that
fascinated her most. Thus, she de-
cided to focus her dance on many dif-
ferent world culture's beliefs about the
sun. Greek mythology, Korean reli-
gious ritual, folk dance and Kuk Sool,
Tai Chi, contemporary Japanese
Butoh and native American ritual and
ceremony are the main influences in
this dance. She has set her work to
several different musical artists in-
cluding Brian Eno, Daniel Lanois,
Laraaji and Kodo.
Liliona Quarmyne '01 is both a
choreographer and dancer in this con-
cert. "Women's Reflections," choreo-
graphed by Quarmyne, "is a piece for
women, by women, and about
women," she said. "It celebrates
women in every way that I can think
You are invited to learn traditional
Jewish Folk Dancing as you listen
to a live Klezmer band, "Yiddishe Cup, "
on Saturday, April 4, in Lo wry Ballroom,
from 9 p.m. to midnight.
Wild
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into dance
Photo by Ami:i.ia Kays
of!" For Quarmyne dance is not just
about movement. She is using poetry
and music to help communicate her
ideas as well. These ideas are based
on four words: strength, unity, power,
and empowerment. She has chosen
Pachelbel's Cannon in D as her mu
sic. Quarmyne said that the best part
f working on this concert was "her
mazing dancers."
Kristina Stoll 99 is a veteran to the
company. Her piece this year is called
"Faces of Eve" and uses the music of
Ani DiFranco and Chemical Broth-
ers. "I'm dealing with the archetypes
of a woman and communicating them
in three different sections" Stoll said.
There are three solos titled "Whole
World," "Inter Personality" and
"Breath." Her dancers are Eva Clark
'00 and Rhiannon Fink '00.
Other dances this year include
Aqueelah Collier's "Daze of Despera-
tion," Ingrid Vanessa Parades' "The
Color of Passion," George Alley's
"Reaganomics" and Alyssa Wilmot's
"Firebath."
The dance concert has undergone
one major problem this year. The
dancers usually perform in
Freeedlander Theatre, but unfortu-
nately this year, due to scheduling
problems, they have to perform in
Shoolroy Theatre. "It is much too
small," said Tritt. The dancers have
had to "take large moves, make them
small, but make them look large."
The dance concert is this Thursday,
Friday and Saturday at 8:15 p.m. in
Shoolroy Theatre. There is an addi-
tional performance at 2 p.m. this Sat-
urday. Tickets are available at The
Freedlander Theatre box office.
7
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Tracy Wilkes
The Wooster Invitational proved
to be a successful start to the out-
door track and field season for the
Fighting Scots. They crushed the
other six teams at the tournament,
scoring 181 points while the next
closest second place Walsh team
scored a mere 117. The NCAC
honored two Scots with the athlete
of the week award. Shane
Bartholomew 00 gained the hon-
ors in the field events and Reggie
Ray '00, in" the sprints.
Many team points came from the
field events, including
Bartholomew's first place throw of
146' 2" in the discus which earned
him the NCAC honor. Nick Hill '01
was second in the event with a throw
of 131 T. Five of the top eight
places in the shot put were occupied
by Wooster men. Jody Price '00
heaved the put 44 8" (second),
Bartholomew tossed it 44' 1" (third),
Hill threw 44 12" (fourth), Larry
Cook '0 1 earned sixth place (4 1' 3")
and Josh (Phatty) Martin '00 fin-
ished eighth (40' 3").
The javelin was equally success-
ful, with four men in the top eight
places. Doug Laditka '99 placed
third with a throw of 162 5", Kip
Smith '01 was fourth (160' 11"),
Christian Saulnier '00 threw 153'
5" to finish sixth and Price ended
up eighth (1466").
In the jumps, Clue Nethero 00
long jumped 17' 7 12" (sixth) and
Steve Thompson '01 tripled 38' 4
12" to a second place finish. Pole
vault was cancelled because of
high, winds.
The dominance continued on to
the track where Ray ran to first
place finishes in both the 100m
( 1 0.8 seconds) and the 200m (2 1 .9
seconds) dashes. Tim Sir Louis
1
Mens tennis drops fifth in row
Ryan Clark
After dropping their past four
matches, the Fighting Scot tennis
team was looking to get back on track
this week as they faced offagainst the
Wittenberg Tigers for an important
early season match at Springfield.
Over the weekend, Wooster was
swept out of the Washington and
Lee tournament, as they were de-
feated consecutively by Claremont
(1-6- ), Swarthmore (1-6- ), and the
University of the South (1-7- ). After
these three weekend defeats, the
Wooster record had fallen to an even
5-- 5. Going into the Wittenberg
match, however, Wooster still did
have three players with winning
records.
The Scots first two singles play-
ers. Bill Marcell 99 and Matt Riva
c . . .
team wins
V "',.. . - ;
Fighting Scots take command at Saturday
'00 and Ian Lauer 00 also ran the
100m dash to third (1 1.1 seconds)
and sixth (1 1.5 seconds) place fin-
ishes while Anthony Wheeler '98
and Lauer added to the 200m force
with fourth (23.5 seconds) and
sixth (23.8 seconds) place finishes,
respectively.
In the 110m hurdle race,
Damian Dollard '98 finished sec-
ond with a time of 15.5 seconds.
Sir Louis, Wheeler, Dollard and .
Ray combined in the 4x100 relay
to finish in an astounding time of
43,4 seconds and gained another
strong first.
Aaron Woloff '00 had a good
day, finishing the 400m dash in 53
seconds and gaining a second
place while teammate Zac
'99, were spearheading the Scot at-
tack with records of 6-- 3 each. Fur-
thermore, Andy Sharp '99 was 5-- 4
at the number four singles position.
The Wittenberg match, however,
did not allow the Scots to recover. A
close match the whole way, it was a
contest that the Tigers would even-
tually win in a heartbreaking 4-- 3
manner.
Wooster will return to action to-
day as they face Capital in a impor-
tant non-leag- ue matchAfter start-
ing out the season in impressive
fashion, the Fighting Scots have
consecutively dropped five matches
and now stand at a somewhat lack-
luster 5-- 6.
The Witt match was certainly no
one sided match, as both teams
played fairly well at both singles and
doubles competition. Some of the
invitational
Photo by Eric Bakken
's Wooster Invitational
Prichard '01 finished eighth (55.2)
in the race. Scott Walker '98
added another second place finish
in the 400m hurdles (56.7) and
Brendan McCabe 99 ran 800m in
2:01.7 to an eighth place finish.
The 4x400m relay team of Walker,
Wheeler, Tony Kauke 98 and
Woloff finished the meet with a
first place time of 3:29.3.
Andrew Dawson '99 and Caleb
Heimlich 01 finished the 1500m
run in 4:12.1 (third) and 4:17.5
(fifth) respectively.
In the 3000m steeplechase,
Allyn Peterson '99 (10:04.0),
Dave Walkenhorst '99 (10:31.2)
and Robert Buckley '00(11:19.7)
placed third, fifth and eighth, re-
spectively.
Scots' older players were impressive
as usual, but these strong perfor-
mances were not enough to keep the
Scots from a Tiger victory.
.
This weekend, Wooster will par--,
ticipate in another all-week- end tour-
nament, this time the Great Lakes
Colleges Association Tournament at
Oberlin College.
Want to write
mens tennis for
the Voice? Call
Luke atx4270.
Come ajt, I need a
break too!
Scot b-b- all
continued from page 16
whole season.
Fortunately for the team, the
bounces have so far been good and
the calls have seemed right: they
are winning, and winning convinc- -
staged the week Opponents can only
with a 21-1- 0 claim a .285 batting
siugfest against average against the
Mihin -- 99 WK by Van Dyke's
Trevor Urban '99 41 TeCOTO. WoOSter,
led the way with meanwhile, is batting
two homers each, 290
ana Kyan recuey
'99 and Ben Maibach '00 each hit
one. The team took to the road
again on Saturday for a double-header'wi- th
Earlham.
The first game started as a close
one. Scoreless through the first
two innings and tied 2-- 2 through
the fourth inning, the Scots broke
the game wide open in the fifth
with seven runs.
The team picked up 14 runs on
just 15 hits thanks to homers from
Urban, Shane Flinner 00, and Jeff
Nowoczynski '99. Bryan Kinney
'00 also went 3-fo- r-4 with two.
RBIs. Wooster won the game, 14-- 2,
and went on to win the second,
game, 17-- 2. Drew Binkowski 00
pitched six innings, giving up just
one run, and fanning ten. Flinner
led the team with three homers and
five RBIs.
On Sunday, the Scots went on
the road once again, facing Capi-
tal. Jeff Gostlin '99 pitched three
innings, leaving with a 5-- 4 score.
Morris took the win with four
shutout innings in relief.
Urban went 3-fo- r-5 with a
homerun and three RBIs, Andy
Nowicki '00 hit a two run shot, and
Flinner, Sean Malone '99 and
Brian Claypool '99 each picked up
two RBIs each. Jeff Nowoczynski
'99 also drove in a run. The team
scored 1 5 runs and won the game
decisively, 15-- 4.
So far, at least, the team has
avoided making anyone's season.
Quite the contrary. Opponents can
Wanted: part-tim- e sales
rep for college accounts
TmBroidenf
WholesaleRetail
jackets, hats shirts,
gifts, embroidery and
Greek lettering
special group rates
contact David Eisenbrei
at 888-846-70- 76
voice mail
rolls on
only claim a .285 batting average
against the staff, led by Van Dyke's
4-- 1 record. Wooster, meanwhile,
is batting .390.
"Chris Mihin is doing a really goodjobnot just playing well but as a
leade Briaji Kinney, offensively, is
doing great,
Pettorini says.
"Van Dyke has
done just a great
job pitching." The
coach also men-
tions Gostlin and
Maibach as
"pleasant sur
prises.
The Scots head off for a double-head- er
against Malone today and
two home games against
Transylvania this weekend. Nei-
ther of these games should be too
difficult, Pettorini says, but the
doubleheader with conference foe
Denisqn on Tuesday might be a bit
more interesting. "They've been
winning," he says. "We'll see."
Pettorini himself is not overly
concerned with a win. "I'm not even
looking at winning. That should
take care of itself. We need to im-
prove our level of play," he says.
"We need to focus on us and us get-
ting better."
As for the overall season, it's great
to be good, but ... "It's great to be
the number one team in the coun-
try. But I'd rather be 1 at the end
than 1 now."
Life at the top is never easy.
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Fighting
Scot
Athlete of
the Week
Photo by Matt Dilyard
Luke Lindberg
Name: Shane FUnner
Year: Sophomore
Sport: Baseball
Major: History
Hometown: Shreve
High School: Triway
Last week, Flinner had a tre
mendous set of games, hitting four
home runs in a doubleheader ver-
sus Earl ham last Saturday after
noon. Flinner hit three home runs
in one game in four at bats and
then hit another shot in the other
one. Currently, Flinner is hitting
.390 with a slugging percentage of
.793. He is also tied for the team
lead in home runs with fellow
Scots Chris Mihin 99 and Travis
Snyder '99. Flinner and the Scots
are currently leading the NCAC
with a 4-- 0 mark and stand at an
impressive f 8-- 3 overall. They are
undefeated, in fact, since return-
ing from Florida.
Lady Scot
Ryan Clark
The Wooster women's tennis
team has been working hard in
preparation for some tough NCAC
competition. In the next several
weeks, the team will challenge tal-
ented NCAC teams such as Oberlin,
Ohio Wesleyan, Case Western Re-
serve University, and Allegheny.
The team has only played one
league match, a meeting with
Denison, and stands at 0-- 1 in the
conference. After, this loss, the
women are eager to improve their
NCAC record.
The team has been practicing all
week, and on April 1 the Lady Scots
Lady Scot
continued from page 16
goals and three assists, ran plays that
would ensure the Lady Scots' pass-
ing game was accurate. Coach
Bennett was pleased, "Short passes
were key in this game. It was the
best passing and catching game this
season"
Defensively, Robin Woodard '99
led the Scots with three draw con-
trols and five ground balls. Woodard
was helped by Jess Critchlow '01
and Kerry Hardy '99 in the defen-
sive zone. In goal, Yasmina Stacy
'01 had nine saves during the game.
On Sunday, the Scots would also
have a close game with Wittenberg,
winning 8-- 7. The score was tied at
four different points during the game,
but Robin Woodard '99 scored the
winning goal with 3:07 left.
Woodard had a great game with
two goals, two ground balls, two
caused turnovers, and two draw con-
trols. Bennett said Woodard is one
of her most consistent players on the
field: "Robin is an asset to us as a
center because she is not limited to
just offense. Robin is also a key de-
fensive player on the field."
Bennett was also pleased with the
use of passing in the game against
Wittenberg. Most of the goals were
assisted which meant that the Lady
Scots' offense waited to get the sure
shot, avoiding unwanted turnovers.
Stacy again played a solid game.
Bennett coached Stacy to take her
time in goal, and commented, "She
stepped up to the pressure situation
in both games." The defense consist-
ing ofSarah Hibler '00, Critchlow and
Robyn Tew '01 rallied around Stacy
and were able to take control of the
game. Defensively, Jaime DiFabrizio
'98 played her usual superb game.
Her assignment from Coach Bennett
was to shut down McKenna, the
Wittenberg top scorer, and that is
precisely what DiFabrizio did.
McKenna was not able to get around
the defense and score in the game.
tennis splits a pair
faced Walsh in a non-leag- ue match
to further ready themselves for up-
coming matches versus Oberlin the
following Wednesday.
The Lady Scots are also dealing
with several injuries. One key
player, Sara Stone water '01, is cur-
rently out with a back injury.
Stonewater plays number two
singles an d holds a 6-- 3 overall
record. Stonewater is also a valuable
doubles player. Teamed with Sarah
Ehle '01 at number one doubles, the
pair stands at 4-- 3. Ehle, who is also
nursing a back injury, holds a 4-- 3
singles record in her first season of
college tennis.
Individually, Lindsay Techel '01
LAX 3-- 3
DiFabrizio was excited about the
weekend. "We never gave up when
we were down in both the games.
We played as a team which helped
- us pull through for two wins."
Bennett sees the season running
smoothly. "We've won our first
three games since spring break."
Wooster will face Kenyon once
over the weekend, but the Lady
Scots already faced off against the
Ladies once this week. Unfortu-
nately, in their first match-u-p of the
season, Kenyon narrowly had the
edge, winning by the final score of 13- -
12. Wooster will have another shot at
the Ladies, however, as they face off
with Kenyon again on Saturday af-
ternoon. '
This coming weekend is Parents'
Weekend for the lacrosse team.
Come out both Saturday and Sun-
day at 1 :00pm to see the Scots battle
Kenyon and Suny-Freedon- ia.
Now you can
votefor the
Fighting Scot
-
Athlete
ofthe week.
Castyour vote
atx4270.
leads the team with an 8-- 1 singles
record at number five singles.
Techel, who also played soccer in
the Fall, competes in number two
doubles with team captain Kirsten
Shriver '98. The pair holds a 6-- 3
recordi Shriver, who was an honor-
able mention for the 1997 All-NCA- C
team, has stepped up to the
number three singles position this
season. Shriver has shown she can
be a success at any position in the
line-u- p through her 6-- 3 singles
record.
This coming Wednesday, the
women will challenge Oberlin in
their second conference match-u-p of
the season.
Scot Baseball
The Fighting Scots continued their torrid pace again this week,
as they downed Earlham twice and Capital once. The three wins
improved Wooster s record to a high-flyin- g 1 8-- 3. Wooster is
also 4--0 in the NCAC. This week, the Scots were offensively led
by Shane Flinner '00, who hit four home runs in Saturday's
doubleheader with the Yeomen. Strong pitching performances
came from Drew Binkowski '00 and Dan Van Dyke '98.
Scot and Lady Scot Track And Field
Both the Scots and Fighting Scots won the Wooster Invita-
tional this past weekend. The Scots bested the second place
squad by over 60 points, and the Lady Scots scored 168.5 points
in an equally impressive win.
Scot and Lady Scot Tennis
The Fighting Scots dropped their fifth tennis match in a row this
past Tuesday afternoon, as they battled Wittenberg but were unable
to overcome the Tigers in a 4--3 loss. This was the Scots' fifth loss in
a row. The Lady Scots, however, split two matches, losing to
Denison 8-- 1 and defeating Malone by the same score. The Lady
Scots also faced Walsh on Wednesday.
Scot and Lady Scot Lacrosse
The Fighting Scots split a pair of matches this week, losing to
national power Geneseo, but defeating conference rival Oberlin by
the final score of 11-- 9. The Lady Scots went 2-- 1 this past week,
defeating LeMoyne and Wittenberg, but dropping a narrow deci
sion to Kenyon on Tuesday. The
Saturday and then play Fredonia
Scot LAX splits a pair
Set to battle top ranked OWU this week
Kathy Ward
The men's lacrosse team had a
split this weekend with Geneseo and
Oberlin. The Scots have an overall
record of 2-- 4, while in the confer-
ence they are 1-- 1. Coach
McKechnie sees the need for the
Scots to improve the intensity at the
start of each game. "Geneseo was
able to come in and score right
away. We need to stop letting
teams jump out against us." The
Scots were able to settle down dur-
ing the game and come back, but
they had difficulty converting on
man-u- p opportunities.
Already playing without
midfielder Matt Pilachowski '98 and
having only limited play from Mike
Rohan 98, the Scots were adversely
affected by key player injuries. The
Scots lost defensive player, Jason
Godwin '00, as well as midfielder
H.R. Gill '01 both due to shoulder
injuries. Jeff Bumiller and Dan Fur-
long '98 played their usual solid
defensive games, but were not able
to hold off the Geneseo attack.
Chris Lee 98 led the Scots' offense
with a hat trick, but Wooster lost 7--
Lady Scots iace Kenyon again this
on Sunday afternoon.
14 on Saturday.
After the game on Saturday,
McKechnie set a goal for the team
to dp a better job catching and
throwing. The Scots passing abil-
ity was a key part of their game this
Sunday. Against Oberlin, the Scots
won 11-- 9.
The offense was led by Barney
McGinley '98, who had five goals.
Chris Lee '98 again had a hat trick
and did a good job setting up
passes inside to McGinley and Tim
Whiting '98. Matt Nierenberg and
Joe Borchelt '00 each played solidly
in the midfield and at the offensive
end. McKechnie was pleased with
play against Oberlin and was glad
everyone got playing time, "I want
all the players to get out there and
get a chance to feel the game."
This week the Scots will be bat-
tling the top-rank- ed Division III
school, Ohio Wesleyan.
McKechnie thinks, "This game is
going to be a good test for our
guys. We are hoping to have
Rohan back in the game to' take
some of the face-offs- ." Good luck
to the men's lacrosse team in their
toughest game of the season.
Sports
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Tracy Wilkes
For the women's outdoor track
and field team, the Wooster Invita-
tional was a very positive start to the
season. They won the meet by 24
points, scoring a .fabulous 168.5
points and beating the other six
teams in attendance.
The field events proved to be an
important part of the overall effort.
Deidtra Reid 99 won the shot put
with her 39 heave, while Tracy
Wilkes '99 finished third with a toss
of 36' 10 12," and Aleashia Wash-
ington '00 was eighth with an im-
pressive toss of29' 1 1 34." Wilkes
also placed fifth in the javelin with
a throw of 81' 2" and third in the
discus (117' 4").
Teammates Katie Walker '01 and
Reid completed the hurculean
throwing combination with fifth
(104' 8") and seventh (99' 2") place
finishes in the discus. Sarah Kruse
'99 doubled in the triple (32 10 3
4") and long (13' 9 14") jumps
with first and fifth place finishes,
respectively. Justina Williams '01
also helped out in the long jump,
placing second with a jump of 14'
10." The field events were topped
off by the pole vault efforts of Erika
Chouinard '01 and Krystal Mohn
-- 99. Both cleared 6'6" but because
of missed attempts at earlier
heights, Chouinard finished in a
third place tie while Mohn took
fifth.
The women swept the top three
spots in the 3000m steeplechase
with Katherine Rath-Cours- ey '99
winning in a time of 13:03.6, Sarah
Antel '00 coming in second
(13:12.6), and Denise Bertsch '99
finishing third (13:43,33;"- - Rachel
Dawson '01 and Angie Skaggs '01
completed the 5000 run in times of
19:08.9 (fourth) and 20:36.6 (sixth),
respectively. Beth Huffman '00 was
the winner in the 1500m run, com-
pleting the race in a time of 5:06.5.
In the sprints, Melissa Eging '98
won the 100m dash in a time of
13.0 seconds and placed second in
the 200m dash (26.7 seconds).
The 400m dash was run by Niccole
Cook '00, who took fifth (63.1),
and Chouinard, who finished
eighth (64.1). In the 800m run,
Sandy Tecklenburg '01 took fourth
(2:27.7) and Kate Rogers '01 ran
to a seventh place finish in a time
of 2:46.8.
The hurdle races were also sue- -
.
cessful for Wooster, as the team
placed three runners in the top
eight places of the 400m race.
Annie Gillespie '98 finished sec-
ond (67.8 seconds), Laurie
Cappell '99 finished third (69.2),
and Heidi Buffington '00 was fifth
(72.8). The 100m hurdle race was
completed by Mohn in 16.9 sec-
onds for a fifth place finish. The
last event of the meet brought an-
other first place for Wooster in the
4x400 relay. Eging, Gillespie,
Cook, and Mia Rapier '00 ran the
race in 4:10.8. "
The track and field team would
like to extend an invitation to all
again this --weekend for their last
home meet of the year. It's your last
chance to come out and support the
teams without having to travel! It
begins at 1 1 a.m. and we hope to see
you there!
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Photo by Eric Bakken
Lady Scots outrun competition by 24 points at Saturday 's Woo Invitational.
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Women's
LAX 1-- 0
inNCAC
Kathy Ward
The women's lacrosse team ends
their successful weekend on the road
with a 3--3 overall record and a 1-- 0
record in the conference. The Lady
Scots won their first game on turf
against LeMoyne, a Division II
school, this past Saturday.
Coach Bennett said the key of the
game was to maintain possession,
"It was a nail biter for the whole
game" she said. The game was tied
at 15-1- 5 with 2:48 left in the sec- -;
ond half. Kate Messer '99 had the
ball. Messer passed to Maggie
Buckingham '00 with 1:40 left.
Buckingham scored the winning
goal, adding to her five other game
goals.
"Maggie had her best game yet
of the season," according to Bennett,
"She adjusted well to the width of
the field, and played well both de-
fensively and offensively." Jesse
Buell '98 also played a solid game,
having four goals, three assists,
three ground balls, and two draw
controls. Buell also used the field
to her advantage. Her shot selec-
tion was wise, and she was able to
bounce the ball into the goal sev-
eral times.
Messer '99, who also had four
please see LADY SCOT
LAX 3--3, page 15
B-b- all shows Earlham the door not once, but twice
Sarah Fenske
The baseball team had
another hard-hittin- g
week, crushing 78 runs
in five games, while giv-
ing up just 21. With a
record of 18-- 3, the Scots
fjjpe their next week's
competition ready to
bring home even more
victories.
And yet. Head Coach Tim
Pettorini has hardly been less en-
thusiastic. MI think we're playing
Fi-'.lfr-rScciEs- srl-Z-
T
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pretty good," he said, cautiously.
"Pretty good, but not great. We're
c Fizhiir" Sect Tcz:i
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edly lazy defense seems a symp-
tom of a general malaise: "I've got
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the guys on the team. And the
guys on the team need to realize
- that we
has been hardfor the Scots this yean Hard because they arejust so
good and the competition just seems so weak. Hard because the season
is long and they are already dreaming ofthe post-seaso-n. Hard because
when you have played in the College World Series, playing a double'
header with Earlham seemsjust a bit anti-climati-c.
hitting well, the pitching's pretty
solid; I wish we were playing de-fen- se
better." The team's alleg- -
LrJy Sect Leer:
could still
lose. You
know how
baseball
is. A bad
bounce, a
bad call,
tne game
could be
to do a better job of motivating our changed. And the next thing you
guys to play. The captains have know, you can lose to a team you
to do a better job of staying after shouldn't lose to."
It has been hard for the Scots
this year. Hard because they are
just so good and the competition
just seems so weak. Hard because
the season is long and they are al-
ready dreaming of the post-seaso- n.
Hard because when you have
played in the College World Se-
ries, playing a double-head- er with
Earlham seems just a bit anti-climat- ic.
"After the World Series,
you go to Capital and it's ho-hu- m,
please see SCOT B-BA- LL
ROLLS ON, page 14
